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ART -A J\!liRROR OF HISTORY
By

RICHARD R EYNOLDs«'

At the outset it must be understood that the writer claims no distinction as
an art historian. However, there may be some advantage in writing from the
position of an artist-teacher. Involvement in the production of art and in the
guidance of others who seek instruction, inevitably reveals a kinship with
artists of the past and present. Such a relationship could, of course, expose a
bias vulnerable to scholarly criticism from those persons more familiar with
the tools of the art historian: artifacts, monuments, archives, internal or stylistic evidence, connoisseurship, iconography, aesthetics, historical criticism,
and art criticism. Each of these branches of study is a respected and selfsustaining entity. Few twentieth century students would claim competency
in all of them.
Be that as it may, a survey of intentions, as expressed by a variety of leading art historians in the foreword sections of their publications, will normally
contain the thought that art is the mirror of its age. This is not to say that
the artist merely creates illustrative mimicry in his visual productions. As
Aristotle has said, and we must take care to read deeply into his meaning,
art is concerned ·w ith the inner reality or significance. Consequently, the key
monuments, whether of architecture, painting, or sculpture, contain depths
of expression which give the viewer a more penetrating understanding in
relation to any given era. What insights we have are stimulated into developing when we really "see" a Gothic cathedral! How penetrating is our grasp
of the human yearning when we "feel" (with the maker) the sensitivity and
goal-seeking in the handiwork of the artists of any given period! We are
given glimpses into the creative dynamics of a society when we study with
an involved intensity the art evidence provided by a culture.
Obviously, there are many factors worthy of individual and objective
study. As indicated in the opening remarks above, whole fields of scholarship have emerged to cope with these separate considerations. But we must
not allow ourselves to become idolatrous over the modern fetish for "scholarship" to the point where our emotional reactions atrophy. vVe end all our
research and scholarly investigations where we began if we are unable to
increase our depth of feeling for our heritage. To accumulate books, treatises, manuscripts, artifacts, and detailed knowledge is not to make better
people of us. The proper use of such overpowering data is threatened by our
tendency to mistake the means for the ends. To "kno-vv thyself," as we have
been advised to ponder, is aided immensely by knowing others. To know
others is not solely a basis for playing intellectual charades. The human, less
objective, characteristics of man are the most difficult imponderables with
which our age has had to deal. Yet we continue to professionalize our educational patterns, lean on computer technology, and speed our materialism
*Professor Rey nolds is Chairman of the Art Department, University of the Pacific.

(Concludedonpage 128)
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JAMES AND JULIET BRIER WITH DAUGHTERS MARY AND HELEN,

circa 18 58

JULIET WELLS BRIER
Heroine of Deatb Valley
By

GRACE LEADIN GHA M
CHAPTER

v

It was at the close of day, February I I, I85o, that the Briers reached the
brow of a little hill overlooking El Pueblo de Nuestra Sefiora la Reina de
Los Angeles. Gray, flat-roofed houses clustering about church and plaza
were bordered by the belt of green along the river. John Brier records his
memories: "The vesper bells were ringing and the Plaza was thronged with
people intent upon worship or diversion-the horsemen particularly attracting attention ... "
As the family had been invited to stay for a few days in the home of a Dr.
Irving, whom they had met at the San Francisquito Rancho, immediate problems were solved. Nevertheless, the Briers were facing a dubious future.
They had no capital except a note for seven oxen from one of the Jayhawkers and a 25 cent piece. James Brier, many years later, reported:
W e were in absolute poverty but the gamblers got together and made up a purse of
$40 which they gave to me. That was a fortune for a minister in those days. That Sun-

day I preached in old Judge Nichols' house on Main Street.

In the days that followed the family's arrival in Los Angeles, James Brier
was able to arrange for a half-interest in a boarding-house. His partner vvas
the Lewis Granger who had presided at the organization of the Sand-Walking Company. For Juliet the Los Angeles interlude could not have been
without satisfactions. Her exertions as a housewife must have seemed, after
the toils of the trail, mere pastimes; and monotonous routine, restful security.
Companionships were within her reach, for in addition to a few American
families settled in the pueblo, there were Sand-Walkers who still lingered in
the haven to which Captain Hunt had guided them. And her crowning
contentment may well have been the opportunity to send her children to
the little school established in one of the pioneer homes.
The Briers were not destined to take root in Los Angeles. As the season
advanced, the patrons of the boarding-house betook themselves to the gold
mines. James Brier may have felt a restless urge to be nearer the centers of
action, or he may have had some plan even before leaving Iowa. (As early
as I 846, C:~lifornia had been designated as an area for Methodist missionary
activity.) In any case, Methodist archives record: "Bro. Brier commenced
rreachin~ at Santa Clara the last of June, I8so."
Santa C ,;u was one of the stations on the San Jose-Santa Cruz circuit of
Methodist churches. Here James preached on several Sundays. His family
he supported by working at his trades of carpentry and brick-laying. Early
in August, the circuit was divided, and James moved to Santa Cruz to devote
his whole time to pastoral work.
I 2 I
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In the California of mid- I 8 so, careers were obstructed by a thousand confusions. The state was functioning without sanction of Congress and was
confronting all manner of odds- an empty treasury, insecure land titles,
continuing Indian depredations, poor communications (internal as well as
external), mounting crime and a shifting population. The population, furthermore, had little concern for anything but finding gold.
One hectic year in gold-rush California was the equivalent of five years
else\vhere. To James and Juliet, the decade of the fifties must have seemed
almost an entire career. A record of their stations may appear to be little
more than a catalogue of newly-planted hamlets, but to them the villages
were a varied background for their service of the Lord. To be sure, Juliet's
life during this period probably followed much the same pattern wherever
she was. It must have been a round of cooking, combatting dust and mud,
warring against the many insect pests, making and mending, instructing her
children and turning a hand at the tasks of the local church as teacher, comforter of the af:Ricted, manager of parish events.
The Briers were in Santa Cruz for a year. During that time, James was
called to meet with Methodist leaders regarding the establishment of California 'iV esleyan College, the ancestor of the University of the Pacific. As
for Juliet, we are told that she taught in the lVlethodist school and that on
August r 5, I 8 5 I, she welcomed her first daughter, Mary Caroline.
That was the very day on which James was appointed to the Marysville
circuit. "Bro. Brier was detained at Santa Cruz a short time after our annual
meeting on account of the condition of his family being such as would not
;:tdmit of his absence"-so runs the record. The rest of the story is to be
found in the Daily Alta Californian for September 2 5, I 85 I: "Passengers
arriving San Francisco per Schr. Gen. 'iVorth 4 days from Santa Cruz, Mrs.
Brier and four children." Juliet with her three little boys and her six-weekold baby had braved the ocean swells in the little boat which transported
would-be passengers from shore to vessel.
Marysville, Napa, Sonoma, Sonora, Columbia, San Francisco, lone, IVlartinez-These were James' posts of duty until, in September, I 858, he returned
full circle to his starting point, Santa Clara. The Briers were thus intimate
· witnesses of the development of Northern California.
Bustling Marysville, head of navigation on the Feather River and starting
point for the long pack trains carrying goods to the northern mines, speedily
became important as the state's spectacular stage traffic began to develop.
In Napa and Sonoma, Spanish traditions lingered. Sonoma, its plaza ringed
with fine adobe houses, was, in fact, already historic. The town had been
established in I 8 33 as a barrier to advancing Russian power, and here, in
1846, had occurred the inception of the short-lived Bear Flag Republi~.
But of the Briers' experiences in this region nothing is known except that
Helen Newcomb Brier was born in I 853 in Santa Rosa, one of the circuit
towns.
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From these gentler neighborhoods, the family was called in I 854 to the
Mother Lode country. James was to be stationed in Sonora but was also to
minister to the spiritual needs of Columbia, three or four miles distant.
Sonora, one of the earliest and largest mining-settlements, called itself Queen
of the Southern Mines. Columbia, two years younger was a worthy rival.
Accounts of Sonora and its development more or less typify the evolution
of J\llother Lode towns in general. Early violence had been checked to a
degree by the establishment of a vigilance committee. However, the Englishman, Frank Tvlarryat, writing in I 8 5 I, found the place sufficiently rip-roaring:
"Greenwich Fair might be spoken of as a quiet picture of domestic life compared with
the din and clamour that resounded through the main street ... On either side were
gambling houses of large dimensions but fragile structure ... In most of these booths
and barns, the internal decorations were very glittering; chandeliers threw a brilliant
light on the heaps of gold on each monte table. On a raised platform is a band of music
or perhaps some Ethiopian serenaders ... or a quartette of guitars and in one house is a
lady in black velvet who sings in Italian and accompanies herself and elicits great admiration and applause . .. "

The year before the arrival of the Briers, Mrs. Elizabeth Gunn wrote:
"You never saw such actions as they have here ... I sent the boys to get me some
matches and they went by a house where a well-dressed woman was lying dead-drunk
on the floor and lots of men there- the doors wide open so everyone could see . . . I
never saw a place so much in need of teaching and preaching and living as we ought to
live." Even as late as 1859 she protests, "I do not want to stay here as it is a bad place
for boys."

And Tvlrs. Gunn's daughter tells of her mother's efforts to keep her children from seeing the crowds which pressed along to hillside vantage points
on the occasions when hangings were to take place.
The Mexican quarter had its own seething life. "El Tigre" as it was called,
boasted not only gambling halls, taverns, and fandango houses, but an arena
for bull-and-bear spectacles and Sunday bull fights. Moreover, in addition to
being an entertainment center, it was a sometime refuge for criminals.
Yet all the ·while a leaven was working. In the very year of Marryat's
account, Mrs. Gunn reports seeing on the street a lady wearing spotted
muslin, black velvet sacque and lace veil. Also, within three or four years
of its founding, Sonora boasted daguerreotype parlors, a music store, book
stores, flower gardens, hotels of varying degrees of luxury and a supply of
artistically carved tombstones. Theatrical performances had early reached
the mines and were superseding the death sports. Nevertheless a widely
circulated petition for enforced observance of the Sabbath failed of success.
To James Brier the field undoubtedly seemed ·white to harvest.
As usual, the records tell us not of the continuities, but of the changes in
the life of the Briers. From the oak-clad hills of the Ivlother Lode, they were
transferred to San Francisco. Here, in May, I 855, James, under the renowned
\iVilliam Taylor, became junior preacher at the seaman's Bethel.
San Francisco was by far the largest and most sophisticated community
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the Briers had ever seen. Its population of 5o,ooo was, in round numbers, a
seventh of the population of the state. In the short years of its existence it
had taken on the spirit of a metropolis- and this despite fires, uncertain land
titles, crime and political corruption. It had carved down hills, created ne\.V
land, pushed long docks into the ocean and raised shops, warehouses, foundries and mills. There was a rudimentary transportation system, and the
main streets were lighted by gas. To be sure, the city still presented a nondescript appearance. Raw-cut hillsides were the background alike for corrugated-iron shacks and romantically ornate cottages, and vacant areas were
interspersed among the several regions which had been transformed into little
foreign lands by their immigrant inhabitants. Public schools and churches
had come into existence. Organizations were numberless. J\ilasons and Odd
Fellows flourished, temperance societies multiplied and volunteer fire companies vied with one another-their various activities nurturing newlyestablished newspapers.
In I 8 56 the annual pilgrimage once again brought the Briers to the J\tlother
Lode. James was to take charge of the church in lone as well as of J\!lethodist
enterprises in a district extending as far as Volcano, fifteen miles away. lone,
evolving from a gold-rush camp, had been knovvn successively as Bedbug
and Freezeout. By the time the family arrived, it had attained stability and
its final name. Agriculture as well as mining now characterized the district,
and, in fact, catering to the Sacramento-Sonoma stages was a chief occupation of the area. But whatever problems were presented by the twofold
nature of the place were left behind in September, I 8 57.
Juliet's last child, the short-lived Alice Louise, may have been boi·n during
the sojourn in lone. According to family tradition the infant died in I 8 57,*
and a letter of Juliet's, dated October, I858, seems to bear this out.
By the time this letter was written, the Briers had completed a year of
service in Martinez and were again in Santa Clara, James's starting point.
The letter contains a sentence which can be interpreted as a sigh of relief:
"Once more we are moved and comfortably settled, and as the boys have
now entered College, we shall probably stay several years in this place."
Juliet was referring to the school which James had helped to organize se:ren
years earlier and which had been renamed the University of the Pactfic.
(It may be noted in passing that none of the Brier boys received a degree
from the institution.)
A year later, in October, I859, Juliet tells of an event which marked a
boundary in the life of her family:
James has withdrawn from the Methodist Episcopal Church and is preaching for the

'iVesleyan lVlethodists who differ on the subject of slavery- excluding all slaveholders
from their church . . . . You will perceive at once that it is very unpopular but not more
so than the church of our Master. The time has come when preachers and people have
not moral courage to be honest, loving the praise of men
''Hilda Brier reports: "Juliet told me the child was buried at French Camp. They
lived a gypsy life and might have been going on a trip somewhere when she died."
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And so in the tenth year of his California career, James Brier, father of
five, came to a decision in which the contradictory traits of his nature perhaps all played a part. His efforts to form a vVesleyan church in San Jose
came to nothing, and in a California vastly different from the California of
the gold rush, he now had to build a new career.
By this time the state had become far more closely organized. Wellestablished towns were numerous and were accessible over a web of stage
routes. Telegraph communications were about to span the state. There was
even a little railway between Sacramento and Folsom, and talk of a transcontinental line (considering the success of the cross-country Butterfield
stage) no longer sounded fantastic. Nlining techniques had changed; companies had supplanted individuals. Thousands of the adventurous had betaken
themselves to new El D01·ados, and their places had been filled by other
thousands of more prosaic type. The emotional climate had altered . The
influence of wilderness mystery vvas no longer felt . Instead, a closer bond
with "the states" forced a greater consciousness of the nation's problems.
The Briers seein to have moved to San Francisco before the end of r 86o.
That city is named in the records of the University of the Pacific as the
home address of John Brier for the school year of I86o-61. The San Francisco directory for the following year lists James as "Agent, Livingstonian
Institution." (The Livingstonian- properly, Livingstonia - Institution" was
a missionary enterprise in Africa named after its founder, David Livingston.)
Fifty years later, Juliet was to speak of the steps she had to climb when she
lived on Russian Hill.
The Civil vVar, a period of crisis for California, may have made life more
difficult for the Briers. Between I 86 3 and I 866, there is no record of the
elder Briers' activities; in I 866, however, James registered as a voter in
Petaluma, California. Apparently, this was a trying period; for, according
to Hilda Brier, it was in Petaluma that the family had furniture improvised
from packing-boxes and, on one occasion at least, was without food save
for three potatoes. As these baked, their aroma tantalized Juliet almost
unbearably.
However, James Brier had reached another turning point; in September,
I 866, he was commissioned by the Vermont Domestic Missionary Society.
In I 867, his name appears for the first time on the list of Congregational
ministers. Then followed new migrations which often circled back to areas
served years before. Once again the Briers traveled to the mining regions,
over which a feeling of mortality was already creeping. "The Rev. Mr.
Brier is pursuing a hopeful work as evangelist in waste places," reports the
yearbook of the California Congregational Churches in I 869.
In I874, James and Juliet, both aged sixty, came to Grass Valley where
John was serving as pastor of the Congregational Church. Together with
John and their son-in-law Morgan \iVatkins, they bought a small farm which
for the next twelve years was their home. James now became a free-lance
evangelist. Juliet participated in his activities. Hilda Brier says:
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As to what Juliet did in those evangelistic meetings, she worked right at his side.
Her voice was very strong and her diction was perfect so she could speak and pray.
I don't know if she sang but I would say she could and it would have to be contralto.
She had a quiet way but really she could be very forceful.

Ten years passed, and at the age of seventy, James wrote for the Jayhawker reunion: "vVe are yet alive ... l\11 yself and wife are traveling as
evangelists and are quite strong. I lately preached 8o sermons in 7 weeks."
When John Brier moved in I 89o to the town of Lodi, California, his
parents followed and in so doing ended their ·wayfaring. James died in I 898
at the age of eighty-four. Juliet lived on in John's home. Says Hilda Brier:
"Her life after her husband died was very quiet. They took her to church and she
had a lot of friends that came to see her. She had had a really hard life and was glad to
be quiet and settled for once." And again, "The poor soul used to complain of painin head, feet and legs."

For by this time, the frailties of advanced age were added to the frailties
she had known all her life.
Modest and unassuming though Juliet was, fame had by now sought her
out. Her story and her praise were ever on the lips of the few remaining
Jayhawkers, some of whom, "professional pioneers," reminisced freely.
California, with a new and avid interest in its own beginnings, listened.
Accompanied by the usual newspaper publicity, Jayhawker reunions were
held in John's home in I903, I9o8, I9I I and I913· Juliet herself published
two newspaper articles* which were quoted, sometimes confusedly,
other journals. John complains in one of his letters that she is beset w1th
inquiries about people who ·went west in I 849 and were never heard of
again. Elsewhere, he says that recollection of past hardship is distressing to
her. "When people would ask her questions," Hilda Brier reports, "she
would try to change the subject and when they left she would marvel that
people were interested in it."
On May 2 6, I 9 I 3, Juliet came to the end of a life which had epitomized
nearly a century of her country's history. Hilda Brier, recollecting the time,
says, "That morning she talked to each of us privately and she said to me,
'If this is death, and I am sure it is, it is like passing from one room to
another'." According to Mrs. lVIaude Lichtenstein, Juliet's granddaughter,
Juliet "asked John to 'say something from the Bible.' She corrected whatever it was that he quoted, and said, "Misquoted scripture is an abomination.' It was almost the last thing she said. \ Vhen John asked her if she had
perfect faith, she said 'Yes, I have loved and served Him a lifetime'."
J olm, who within the twelvemonth, was to follow his mother in death,
wrote to one of the Jayhawkers:

?Y

Mother passed over at sundown yesterday in perfect peace. She retained her full
powers of mental grasp and understanding to the last. As she sleeps in death- she looks

*Our Christmas amid tbe Tenors of Death Vir/ley- San Francisco Call, December
25, 1898; and an article in the San Francisco Examine1·, February 24, 1901.
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like a young ·w oman. The best of earth is no more indeed as we have known her, but is
evermore among the pure in heart like herself.

Half a century has passed since that death, and Juliet's modest fame
remains undiminished, her story an enduring bit of the saga of the gold rush.
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(Concluded fto111 page 119 )
to such an extent that we threaten to annihilate ourselves before we have
learned to BE.
In the American Scholar for spring, r964, R. F. Arragon has an essay
entitled "History's Changing Image." Arragon has an attitude to·w ard history
with which an artist can agree. In his use of art masterpieces of various eras
he brings into view a furtherance of the wholeness for which the historian
seeks in his quest for truth. "Picasso suggests ... that the artist changes, even
in painting the same picture," writes Arragon. "From painting to painting,
decade to decade, he has not seen the world in the same way, selected the
same subjects to represent or used the same forms and techniques. Even more
is this true from artist to artist and age to age," he goes on to say. Then
Arragon unites his subjects. He adds that "what is true of art and artists is
. true of history and historians. History changes and such change becomes an
object of study by history itself."
In another passage, Arragon writes as follows:
The historian's imitation of life, like Picasso's cannot be a copy. To copy the past not
only is impossible but would be useless ... The literature portraying the stream of consciousness is itself not that stream. Each of us, immersed in the flow of life, makes such
sense of it as he can by selection and connection .. . (The historian) infers motives and
purposes, thoughts and feeling from action and expression. He groups actions and
expressions into events as the basic historical facts and links these into combinations by
coincidence and causality. To do this, he uses the general ideas, the diagnostic tact, the
emotional responses and the imaginative r ecognition of possible relations that he h~s
accumulated from his experience as an historian and as a man. This equipment w1ll
include what we often call values (the rating that we emotionally and more or less
critically put upon particular qualities of experience) and probably, behind all, a general outlook or at least a set of perspectives.

It is encouraging to discover an historian of Arragon's stature ·w ho shares
the artist's outlook. Inherent in the quotation above is the concept that a
mirroring of man's history reflects more than objective imitation of the
concrete. The artist's and the historian's idea of "putting the mirror up to
nature," as some classicists ·would have us do, is a great deal more complex
than surface imagery suggests. The magic mirror of art, along .the paths of
history, seeks to penetrate to Aristotle's "inner reality and significance."
Arragon would agree that history seeks to do the same, for as he concludes,
"the imaginative sharing of ... passion and pain is an emotional inference
. from the evidence, an inference grounded in accumulated experience. of
motives, passions and satisfactions. The interpreter needs to know somethmg
of them firsthand and to have extended and refined this acquaintance by
observing them in kindred shapes in others about him and the past."
.
\Ve must take care then, in gazing into the twentieth century artist's
mirror (which he has so diligently constructed from all conceivable angles),
that we do not fall into the trap of reading the reflections in but a singl.e
glance. The mirror is multi-faceted in complex ways. In learning to read th1s
mirror we improve our ability to see ourselves.

THE SACRAIVIENTO FLOODS IN THE
Introduction by

r

8 5o's

JusTIN TuRNER~'

Several letters in my collection, written from Sacramento in the early I 8 so's
reveal the severe havoc and damage resulting from floods. They also provide
an insight into the travail experienced during that period and the perils of
operating businesses in the Sacramento region as destruction lay in the wake
of the river's overflo·w. Shopkeepers found themselves destitute and homeless over night.
Severe floods continued after the r 8 so's. During one such flood at Sacramento, half of the city was under water, and members of the Legislature
were obliged to go by boat to transact their business.
The follo·wing contemporary letters with unaltered spelling, capitalization, and punctuation, tell their own story:
Sacramento March 9th r8sz
Mr Editor
This City is again flooded it commenced raining here last Thursday an has continued
to rain till the present time without intermission Saterday night the fire Bell was rung
on the cry the Ieavy has given away was the first to arouse us from a sleepy Bead in a
few minutes we were out an found the warter had washed away two of the Ieavy on
the Amaracan river an the warter was coming in torrents it continued to rise till Moriday morning when two thirds of the city was under warter an many Buildins were
floating in the cours of the day we counted twenty different ones float past our House
witch went to paces in a few minuts. The Streets are covered with Boats of all shapes
an kinds an the price varyed accorden to the wants Boats worth fifteen or twenty
dollar sold as heigh as fift y seventy to one hundred the warter has fell two feet since
last night. We had another rain last night an it is thought when the warter comes down
it will rise heigher then on Sunday. Business of all kinds is dull ther has been so little
rain before the last the Miners could not work the dry diggins I have conversed with
Miners from different sections of the country an the average

*
*
*
*
*
amount per day is from two to five dollars some are doeing mutch better while a few
are not doeing so well I saw a day or two ago three Men who took out eleven thousands
cash in two months last Summer an for the last six months they have not made there
expenses this is an extreme case I am now staking with a carpender who left in July
last for the States when he was getting eight dollars a day who now would be sattisfide
with half that sum Good Mechanicks can be had for three or four dollars per day.
Men can be hired to work farmes for thirty or forty dollars per month A great many
have gon into farming an the prospect is that it will be over done. Persons who have
been in different parts of the country think that Barley that now sells for seven an eight
cents per pound will be sold as low as two or three next season. We are not paying but
a Bit a quart for milk and get good Butter for four Bits a pound Potatoes have been
sold as low as two cents a pound other provision are heigher though We get Salmon
for fifteen cents a pound witch would be low at home. We have been engaged for the
last two monthes manufactureing friction Matches, when we commenced they were
worth six an eight dollars per gross an some were sold as heigh as ten an twelve

*

*

*

*

*

*Justin Turner is an attorney and investment broker of Los Angeles. In addition, he
is a writer, historian, and public citizen of distinction and concern. Until recently, he
was Chairman of the California Civil War Centennial Commission.
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they are not worth two at this time. It is impassable for any one to form any calculation
on the price of an article what it brings one day is no guid for the next this is the
reason why persons Shiping goods frame the states ar so often disappinted A friend
of mine brought a lot of Pistoles with him that sold for a handsome profit now the
saime ,can be bought for les then in the states I should not know what articales to
order out in the present circumstances Business of all kinds appears to be over don
butt probably will be better in the summe Mineing undoubtedly will be good the
large companyes have cut many miles up canals for conducting the warter too the dry
diggins so they can be worked this season with better advantage then ever this will
lower the warter in the rivers so that the river diggins will be better and the prosspect
is that more gold will be taken out this year then ever before. Though single individual enterprise will fall far short.
Since the Legislature has been in sesion here business has improved. The City government has als made some improvements on I street by keeping the chane gang
removeing stumps in the vicinity of the Court House. There ar als some Bricks blocks
going up on K street that would do credit to any city Here is gamblering in abundance but publick opinion is against it. Drinking is very common and there is no place
where more bad Liquor is drunk

*

*

*

*

*

(it being so bad prehaps is the reason so fe>v are seen drunk.) for you seldom see any
one drunk here.) If people were contented to let well enough alone there would not be
~o many coming out here
H. P. ,i\T.
P .S. If you should find an thing here worth publishing you are at libitry to do as you
pleas
Politics here I do not know about but hope have good news from the old Granit state
if it is not Whig it ought to be
Yours &c
H.P.WINGATE
Sacramento Nov 29
My Dear Mother
·I have just received yours of Sept 19th and should have written you before; but I
have not had the heart to write or hardly do any thing else since the death of Samson,
which left me about as it were in a strange land; but I am in hopes to become myse~f
again, as it can do no good to mourn for the decrees of God, as we ought to deem this
for the best, but it is hard nevertheless; my health has been rather poor a few weeks
past; not so but I have superintended my business, but do not do much of the labor,
nor dont intend too now I have got well, only see it is done wright.
Sac. City I suppose you have heard was burnt up in the night of Nov zcl all the
business part was burnt clean with the exception of 3 or 4 thoroughly fire proof buildings; but it has been rebuilt again after a fashion to Cal. Many fire proof buildings a~·e
finished and many more under way, but the sensible building must be postponed until!
spring on account of the rainey season which has set in earnest. I lost nothing by the
fire only by the disara ngeing my business and

*
*
*
*
the probable loss of perhaps $10oo in demands outstanding the whole equaling perh~ps
$3ooo which will put me back some, but I hope not so much as to prevent my getting
out of debt in time to get enough ahead so as to come and see you by Sept at farthest;
but I cant come until! I can do so in a decent way, and have money enough to make
y ou comfortable and to get back here & C- &C. I hope you will recolect you always
taught me to lend my will ~my sense which I have not forgot. I have sold one half
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of my stock to two young men that have been in my employ the year past, they paid
nothing down; but they are to do all of the work or at least I am to do no more than I
see fit only to see things are done right and take care of the funds & C by which arrangement I avoid all exposure to the wet weather I have bought some 40 cows this fall
so that we have 162 at this time, am in hopes if no accident occurs to make it pay
hansomely in the spring; am doing very well now. You must hold up good courage
relying upon my comeing to see you soon as I can without jeopardising my business
which I know you would not like to have me do I shall probably send you a Draft for
$so in N.Y. or Boston in the letter if my Banker Draws on it however it will be paid on
demand Shall make it payable to Merrick; you to have

*
*
*
*
*
the balance after paying for fathers tomb stones, and when you want more write me
without fail. I hope Merrick and Matilda will \vrite soon; I perhaps aught to say that
Dr. King was a little mistaken in the conclusion he came to about my being about
forming a connection with a Lady, for certainly I am under no engagements at present,
and shant be under any untill I find one that suits and one that I think would as soon live
we me as her Parents
Your
Effectionate Son
Benj Southwick
*
*
*
*
*
The Draft will probably be cashed at the Bank at i'vlontpelier
J\llerrick endorsing it which he must do.
Mr. Merrick Ainsworth
East Calais
Vermont
Sacramento Dec 23
My Dear Mother
Haveing received yours and Matilda's of Nov. 4th I will proceed to answer it, by
the retur1,1 mail; I am sorry although not much surprised that you take such a melancholly view of things. I know it is natural when we lack friends at a distance from us to
imagine that if they had staid at home it would have been otherwise; but we are aware
that we are all liable to die, let us be where we will, with out regard to locality, and I am
well aware that people in Vt. think there is no place in the world where people are less
liable to be overtaken by the grim messenger than there; but I am satisfied in fact am
sure the opinion an erronous one; at least so far as my own health is concerned, for I
never enjoyed so long a time of uninterrupted good health as I have here, and that too
with more exposure than I ever endured in V.E. You know I was always subject to a
cough whenever I took the least cold, which I am not subject to at all here, not having
one since I have been here; and have been several days at a time continually in the rain;
in fact I never omitted going to market at the regular time, let it storm as it would, and
suffered no inconvenience from it as I know of, and all the time crossing the plains to
get here laid on the ground or in the waggon every night and never enjoyed better
health than I did then and do now; and believe I could go through the same now if
necessary
*

My indisposition when I wrote you was probably more of the mind than body it being
immediately after his death; by which my business all devolved on me, and in connection with his loss, and my haveing refrained from my usual labor for sometime previous,
the whole unfited me for the full burden which I of course had to bear; and I immediately sold one half of my dairy business to two young men that had been with the year
past, in condition they should do all the business only what I was a mind to do, now
therefore I sit in the house in stormy weather, and fair too unless it is necessary for me
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to go to town to see every thing goes right I do not believe I could endure a N[ew]
E[ngland] winter now or at least it would be very doubtful but may try it next winter,
and if I found it to much could go south.
We have had a very wet winter thus far it came upon us soon after the fire and
continued until! the sewer broke which was last Sunday which flooded % of the City
the water came up to the sill of my house and is now within 30 feet of it on 3 sides we
carry our milk to market in a boat; and the Lord only knows how long we shall have to
do so; all the damage I sustain is from the loss of fences some vegetable in the garden
and the disarangement of my business in town which is considerable; it does not
diminish the amount of sales materially; but the hasards of collecting are much greater
on the whole it is a very serious draw back; as the

*

*

*

*

*

properity of the City is so necessary to it that its misfortune is ver y seriously felt, but
it will recover itself again let what will come short of total annihilation.
Now Mother I do entreat you not to endulge in gloomy forbodings of evil to me,
for I assure yo u I am in excellent health now; and hope to continue so with Gods permission; and yo u must discard the idea that Cal." is unhealth y for there never was a
more erroneous idea inculcated than that; but the Isthmus is at times I suppose and
many people take the fev er then, and then to save a few dollars take passage from there
in the steerage of a vessel and by the time they arrive here are very much debilitated
and being very anxious to make something go to work w·i thout giveing themselves time
to recover, or if otherwise rather than employ a physician at their prices have neglect
themselves or doctor themselves with quack medicine; to which should be added the
change of diet from ship board to land where they probably indulge themselves immediately in eating. Samson was sick upon his arrival here with the Panama fev er taken
there or in the steerage of the vessel; and although I had a Physician employed by ~he
year and a skilful one too I could not induce him to go through a regular course ·w1th
him, knowing it would cost him nothing (1 prefer paying a Doctor for keeping me well
to running the risk of being sick and I only paid $zoo per year which would amount to
about 10 or 12 visits and further he was oweing me and could not get it any other way)

*

*

*

*

*

Still I could not induce him to change his course to which I can but ascribe the fatal
result; you know he was very ambitious to get rich or at least to accumulate a competency, so much so that he would not exercise common prudence in abstaining from
work when he was not exactly able; but it is useless to enumerate such things only have
done so only to convince yo u. that all of the deaths occuring here should not b e ascribed
to the climate when in fact it is as health y a country as can be found in the world.
Unfortunatily for me I was not present when he breathed his last for as I probably
wrote you he was taken about 6 P. IVL with a pain in the bowels supposing it was the
effect of Pills which he had taken about 2 P.M. but its continuing without relief as I
thought to long considering it \Vas cholera times I induced him to let me send for a
Doctor and I sent for two and the y arrived about 10 P.M. (we had previously applied
mustard very freel y) and left about 2 A.M. saying there was not the slightest danger
so I left about 3 o'clock A.M. to go into town to supply his customers \Vith milk as h e
had been in the habit of doing and about 6 o'clock one of my hired m en came after me
w hen I took a Physician and returned soon as a fleet horse would go but I was too l~te;
it seems to me if I had not gone away from him 1 should have felt much more reconciled
to the loss at least I should not ha ve had any thing to condem my self for but as it is I
ha ve but I believed the Doctors.
Those that were w ith him we re not aware he was near his end until! the ver y last
Mrs. Gilmaret my house keeper thought as he appeared stupid it was caused by the
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morphine he had taken
easy
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he said nothing but droped away very sudden and apparently
Your
Etfectionate Son
Benj Southwick

Sacramento City Jany 3d/53
My Dear Mother
'you will see the first sheet was commenced and written at the commencement of
the flood and ' as the latter I hope is terminated will terminate the former; by saying it
has passed off at last without seriously injuring me except in damaging my businesss by
r endering it ver y difficult to collect money; in fact the fire and flood has made many
people poor that were rich before; and they expect people that were not sufferers by
either to be indulgent, and of course they ought to be; I have not collected enough or
at least not more than enough the last two months to pay my expenses; and at the same
nme sales have been about as much as usual, probably a large share of it ·will be paid if
they can make out to get along untill business opens in the spring; and the prospect is
fa vora ble for its being fairl y open in a few days I consider my loss at any rate equal
to 5 or $6ooo and should much prefer a loosing the latter sum to having it occur;
however I shall soon make it up in the spring or if not it is of no particular consequence,
but there is no doubt business will be better than ever here then and a sewer will be
built that will it perfectly safe for any such disasters hereafter.
Now I do not kno>v how Merrick is situated with regard to pecuniary matters; but
wish he would on the receipt of this look up a place that is calculated to make you and
his family comfortable ( 1t he has not such a place already) and buy it in his, your or
1\llatilda's name taking a home in say Nov. next by which time I will provide the means
to pay for it without mistake; perhaps it would be necessary to pay enough to secure
the interest up to the time on taking possession

*

*

*

*

which would not probably be more than $so which if necessary I will forward on
notice; I would forward the whole sum but I do not know exactly how our money
market is going to be this spring but expect very tight as it is now worth 5 percent per
month and scarce at that; I am therefore very cautious about contracting new debts
and mean to be until! I get my debts paid I presume such a place can be bought for
from 6 to $10.00 or if yo u have a place that is calculated to make you comfortable until!
fall when I hope to make you a visit and prefer awaiting then do so; but not unless you
prefer it, for I am sure I can do it in the fall as well as not.
I hope you will see George and Sis often as possible and let me know all the particulars about them; George writes me occasionally which gives a great deal of satisfaction, and by his letters should judge he would be willing to come out here or go any
where else I might desire to have him
My health is good and has been through the winter the water was 18 inches deep
in my house one day My respects to Merrick and Matilda as I consider writing to one
the same as to you all
Your
affectionate son
Benj Southwick

THE TWO SlvliTHS
By RoY F. HuosoN*
From I823 until I83o-seven eventful years-two men of the same family
name were trapping, trading, and exploring western America. Two Smiths
from out the vast Smith genealogy established themselves as outstanding
leaders and pioneers of pioneers. J edediah Strong Smith and Thomas L.
Smith, better known as Peg Leg Smith, are two monumental names in the
history of the W est. 1
The connection between these two men has often been conjectured.
Some have said, erroneously, that there was a family connection. Others
have claimed that Jedediah's trapping company employed Thomas as a
trapper. YVhat is the true relationship between these two adventurers, if an
exact relationship can be established from the existing records? An examination of these records uncovers many curious and remarkable parallels in the
lives of these two men.
Jedediah Smith was born January 6, I799 2 at Jericho, now Bainbridge,
New York. The family moved to Illinois in I 82 I. Thomas Smith was born
in Garrard County, Kentucky, October IO, I8o1. His father was born in
Ireland and emigrated to the United States and settled in Kentucky in I79I.
Both boys were filled with the spirit of "'' estern adventure. Thomas left
home at I 6 and travelled 200 miles on foot to visit his sister. He left with
twenty-five cents in his pocket and the clothes on his back The story of his
adventures on the way .to Nashville makes fascinating reading. 3 Thomas
passed through Illinois on his way to Missouri. One recorded experience in
Illinois is an amusing one. He saw a young boy on the steps of a crude cabin
crying and sobbing. Thomas stopped and asked him what was the trouble.
The young lad replied, "Daddy's gone to the still house for another jug of
whisky, mammy's drunk in bed and the baby's crying in the cradle, and I
don't care what comes of them." 4
In I 8 I 7 Thomas sailed down the river to Natchez on a flat boat. On the
way the current seized the boat and capsized it; Thomas and the crew were
forced to spend several days reclaiming the cargo from the river. 5 Jedediah
had a similar experience in May, I822. The boat that was carrying him to
the ·west, the Enterprize, was swept under the waves. Unfortunately, the
boat and the entire cargo, valued at $ I o,ooo.oo, were lost. The crew had to
wait the arrival of a replacement from St. Louis. 6 Thus, both young men
had identical experiences on their voyages west.
.
Before sailing ·west Jedediah had visited Booneslick country in Missoun.
He may have been there as early as I 8 I 6. Thomas visited there frequently
after I 8 I 7.7 Between I 8 I 7 and I 8 22 Thomas trapped with Anton Rubidoux
in Arkansas and hunted with the Osage, the Kansas, Sioux, Fox, and Sac
tribes of Indians. 8 Jedediah may have been hunting in this area at this time
*Roy F. Hudson is Professor of History, College of the Desert. He is also author of
"Roaring Camp Revisited," Pacific Histo1"ian, Vol. V, pp. 69-76.
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also. Then in I 8 2 3 Thomas and J edediah began their far west trapping
and exploring careers that were to establish them as undoubted leaders in
the west.
Thomas joined the Alexander LeBrand caravan of So wagons and I so
men going to Santa Fe in I 8 2 3. After reaching Santa Fe, Thomas adventured seventy miles north to Taos. Here he stayed all summer with the
Indians. 9 In the same year Jedediah at the age of 24 led his first party of
eleven men on a trapping expedition northwest of Taos. 10 In this party were
two men who later were to be part of Thomas Smith's trapping company.
Both Tom and Jed were in Taos in I82 3·
There are two interesting parallels that can be drawn here. Jedediah led
his first trapping party in I 82 3 at the age of 24- 11 Thomas organized his first
trapping party in the far vvest in I 824 at the age of 2 3· Thomas' group consisted of Maurice LeDulce, Hopper, Marlow, and three Mexicans. Thomas
had originally joined a party of eighty trappers who set out from Taos in
September, I 824- At the headwaters of the Del Norte River Thomas broke
from the expedition and organized his own smaller group. 12 J edediah's party
was composed of eleven men and Thomas's party was composed of seven.
In I826, however, Thomas was a member of the Wolfslcill party, a party of
eleven men.13 Eleven is not a common number among trapping parties. That
both men should be members of trapping parties with identical numbers
and these parties should be composed of some of the same men is an interesting parallel.
There are many more parallels that can be drawn in the trapping activities of these two men. In the winter of I823 Jedediah trapped the Grand
River and made his headquarters there. 14 In the same year Thomas was
trapping the Indian country to the east. In 1824 Jedediah trapped the Grand
River once again, the Green River and Smith's F ork. 15 Thomas' trapping
was almost identical. In I 8 24 he organized a trapping party to trap the
Grand River and Smith's Fork. During this year Thomas visited the Navajo
Indian country, he was the first American that the Navajo's saw and recognized. The year before two Americans had appeared but they were mistaken
for Mexicans and killed before they could make any explanation. 16
In I 8 2 6 the two Smiths were again in identical locations. Thomas, in the
Wolfskill party of eleven trappers, visited the Mojave Indian villages. They
were viciously attacked and driven back to Taos. Here the expedition was
reorganized with Ewing Young, one of the great men in fur trapping,
Sylvester Pattee, and Ivlilton Sublette. The augmented party of thirty-tw?
returned to the Mojaves and slaughtered many of them. 17 Jedediah and h1s
expedition visited the same territory this year and were barbarously attacked
by the J\llojaves and driven off. 18 The same year Jedediah spent ten days
exploring the Rio Virgin, a river trapped by Thomas and his party during
this year.
Two remarkable events occurred in I 826, one to each of the Smiths.
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Thomas, trapping with Stone, Branch, and Dutch George camped overnight
on the north bank of the Colorado River a few miles east of its junction
with the Rio Virgin. George wandered up a dry creek and came back with
a handful of yellow nuggets that looked very much like gold. Thomas,
knowing of the Santa Rita copper mines in the vicinity, declared that they
were copper and the matter was dropped. Later it was learned that what
George had found vvas pure gold and the search was on for the Dutch
George Placers. 19 J edediah, this year, made his historic crossing from the
Missouri River to Mission San Gabriel. J edediah entered California and
made the first recorded journey to the coast. 20
At this time, one might say, the two great Smiths temporarily removed
themselves from the Rocky Mountain fur trade, one to explore the west
coast and the other to explore the saloons of St. Louis. Jedediah stayed in
California until I827 when the Spanish authorities requested him to leave. 2 1
Thomas, weary of trapping after seven years, decided to revisit St. Louis.
Here he found relaxation and contentment with Old John Barleycorn. The
mention of Thomas' liking for liquor should not prejudice one against this
rugged pioneer. He had a fondness for alcohol as did many of the mountain
men, and his actions were uncontrollable under its influences. But this in no
way affected his integrity, his courage, his fortitude or his humanity. George
C. Yount said of him, "Thomas Smith is a remarkable trapper. He greatly
aided the early emigrants with his numerous head of horses. Smith is entitled
to a great deal of credit for his humane treatment of emigrants relying on
the sense of obligation in the Government and of a generous Republic." 22
The Nevada Gazette once stated "None can dispute Smith's precedence as
a pioneer of pioneers. His active career was well nigh closed when Fremont
made his first trip into the Rocky Mountains. " 23
Smith did not remain long in St. Louis, however. Joe Pratt suggested that
they organize an expedition to trap the Platte River and Thomas agreed to
the plan. 24
Jedediah left California in February of I827 to journey to the trappers'
rendezvous in the Salt Lake region. 25 Pattee and Smith, after a season of
trapping on the Sweetwater and the Big Sandy, attended the rendezvous
also. If Thomas had not met Jedediah before this year, which is highly
unlikely, he certainly met him at this rendezvous. \Ve have Thomas' words:
"I had seen Jed Smith at the rendezvous in I 8 27 in Bear Lake Valley and he
told me about his trip across the desert and I didn't like it." 26 It may ha:re
been at this rendezvous that Thomas got the idea of visiting Califonua.
He said, "I kind a wanted to see the coast." 27 Years later, when California
was a state, Thomas told the legislature that he "discovered California since
I was in the present state boundaries in I827." His claim \Vas received sympathetically and he was awarded $8,ooo.oo for his services. 28 However the
records show that an accident prevented him from making the trip until I 829.
After the rendezvous tragedy struck the Smith-Pratt expedition. Joe Pratt
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was killed by the Indians, and Thomas' leg bone was shattered by an Indian
bullet. He was forced to amputate his foot. Milton Sublette, brother of
vVilliam Sublette, Jedediah's partner, assisted in the operation. The story of
the incident and of Smith's recovery is worthwhile repeating.
"In I 82 7 while trapping for beaver on the Platte headwaters, Smith learned
of his companion, Pratt's death .... A few days later he was talking to his
friend, St. Vran, who was trying to persuade him not to trap alone when he
\vas shot in the leg by an Indian a few inches above the ankle, shattering the
bone. He stepped to a tree to pick up his gun and the bones stuck in the
ground and immobilized him. He asked to have the foot cut off but no one
would do it. He called to the cook, Basil, for a butcher knife with which he
severed the tendons above the ankle. Then he started sawing through the
bone. Milton Sublette finished the operation for him and tied the stump in
an old dirty shirt. Thomas was expected to bleed to death in a short time,
but the hemorrhage stopped almost miraculously in 24 hours leaving him
almost bloodless. The partners put Thomas on a tandem between two horses
and carried him to the Little Snake River. Here another incident occurred.
The horse and the tandem rolled down the hill and Thomas was catapulted
into the icy river. The Crow Indians stole the horses and the men ·w ere
forced to walk westerly to the Green River where they made their winter
quarters the last of November I 82 7. Here forty lodges of Utah Indians
gathered. They were greatly grieved that their friend, Tevvy-oats-at-antnggy-bone, their name for Thomas which means Big Friend, had been
cruelly treated by another Indian tribe. They gathered special herbs, chewed
them, and spit the juices on the stump until it was healed. From this time
forward the Indian squaws called him \iVa-he-to-co, meaning Peg Leg."
In history his name has been recorded as Peg Leg Smith. 29
In I828 Thomas was once again active in trapping. He attended the trappers' Rendezvous in the Great Salt Lake Valley. He appeared before the
group for the first time with his peg leg. This must have been cause for
much discussion and many questions. During this year a second party of
American trappers made the California crossing. Sylvester Pattee, \vho led
the I 826 expedition of which Thomas and Milton Sublette were members,
and his son, James Ohio, crossed from the head of the Gulf of California to
Mission Santa Catalina in Lower California. 30 The news of this crossing
became known to Thomas through either Slover or Pope.
In I 829 Jedediah placed J\!lilton Sublette, Thomas' trapping partner, in
charge of explorations on the Big Horn while he took charge of trapping on
the Colorado. The two parties later met and joined. 31 Thomas was trapping
with Ewing Young on the Colorado and Gila rivers. At the end of the season,
Young decided to try trading furs on the \vest coast. Thomas and LeDuke
agreed to undertake the mission. Thomas didn't like Jedediah's route to the
coast, nor was he impressed with Pattee's route. He decided to take the trail
blazed by Fray Marcos de Niza, one of Cortez' conquistadores, in I 5 39·
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Thus Thomas becomes the first American in this arid region. He left the
de Niza trail85 miles east of vVarner's Ranch. 32 1t was while on this journey
that Thomas discovered the black nuggets that have sent prospectors into
the desert ever since. 33 After a brief stay in Los Angeles, Thomas was
requested to leave. The reason for his leaving was not the same as the reason
for Jedediah's leaving, however. The authorities didn't like Thomas' behaviour while he was drunk.
Back in trapping territory, the two Smiths attended the rendezvous of
1829 in July on the Popo Agie River. 34 Did the two Smiths compare notes
on California? Both had been through San Bernardino and it \vas here that
Thomas' black nuggets had been appraised as gold. Certainly there were
many topics of discussion for these two men. They had mutual friends
among the trappers. They had both trapped and explored the same territory. They had both experienced Spanish authority in California. They had
both known the successes and failures of the fur industry and they both
were thinking about retiring from the western fur business. Jedediah sold
the Rocky lVlountain Fur Company that he had purchased from Ashley
four years before and returned to the east while Thomas set up a trading
post at Soda and Steamboat Springs. in Bear Valley. 35 Here he engaged in
trading horses to emigrants. One of the trappers "halted at Pegleg's camp at
Soda and Steamboat Springs on the Bear River and found Peg in the zenith
of happiness" in the year I 8 so. 36 So at the young age of 3 I Jedediah retired
from the Rocky lVlountain fur trading and Thomas Smith at the age of 29
turned from trapping to horse dealing and settled with his family at lus
trading post.
A word needs to be said about the mountain men who were mutual
acquaintances of the two Smiths. Milton Sublette has been called the brains
of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company. 37 He \.Vas the brother of J edediah's
partner in the fur trade, \iVilliam Sublette. In I826 and I827 Thomas was
closely associated with Milton in trapping and trading. It was Milton who
assisted Thomas in the amputation of his foot and restored him to health.
In I 829 Milton was working for Jedediah, leading trapping expeditions into
the wilderness. 38 The two Sublettes visited the same place- the Mojave
Indian villages- in I 8 26 and both experienced an Indian attack. lVlilton with
Thomas fled for his life. vVilliam with Jedediah barely escaped being
massacred.
Ewing Young was one of the outstanding figures in the southwest fur
trade and a man well known to Jedediah. Young led the trapping party that
included Thomas and many others in I826. 39
Francis Z. Branch and Stone are two names that appear frequently on
Thomas' list of trappers. The three must have been close friends for when
Thomas split from the Ewing expedition of thirty-two trappers in r826 and
organized his own small party, he chose Branch, Stone, and Dutch George.
Stone and Branch were with Thomas when Dutch George made his historic
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discovery of the rich placers. 40 Before this, both Branch and Stone had
been with Jedediah on his first trapping party in I 82 3. 41 They continued
with him in I824- They must have been trustworthy friends of Jedediah for
he sent them toFortAtkinson with the season's catch of furs. Near Independence Rock on July 4th Branch lost the furs in the river but he was able to
reclaim a few of them. In I 8 3o Branch went to California in the \iV olfskill
party.42
Jim Beckworth is an interesting name in western history. He was with
Jedediah's seventy trappers for many years. 43 After I835 he joined Thomas
in his horse stealing operations. He was partner in one of the grandest and
most successful horse stealing expeditions ever to be organized in the west.
Beckworth journeyed to California as Thomas' advance agent. He located
all the desirable horse ranches and relayed this information to Smith. Then
Thomas came with six white men and I 50 Indians and rounded up 6,ooo
horses and drove them through Cajon Pass back to Bear Valley. 44
All these men and many more- \i\1 olfskill, Joe Pratt, Pattee, St. V ran,
Hugh Glass- >vere acquainted with the two Smiths. They must have discussed the two men frequently. The similarity of names, profession, and
achievement must have provoked questions and discussion. It is very conceivable that the two Smiths were well acquainted with each other's habits,
attitudes, methods of trapping, and idiosyncrasies through the discussions of
these mountain men.
A few words need to be said about the contributions of these two men.
Both were leaders of trapping parties- Jedediah at the age of 24 and Thomas
at the age of 2 3· Both were fearless leaders. Jedediah fought courageously
in many an Indian battle. Thomas' adventures with the Indians is almost
legendary. Both were acquainted with Indian lore and respected by the
Indians. Thomas married an Indian squaw and settled with her and their son
on the Bear River. He was ever willing to assist the Indians in a tribal skirmish, always with the agreement that he would be paid for his services in
horses. Both men had more than the normal amount of courage. J edediah
showed remarkable courage when he rescued his men at the American River.
Thomas sawed off his own foot with the aid of 1\llilton Sublette. Both men
accomplished firsts in California- Jedediah blazed the first recorded trail
from the Missouri to Mission San Gabriel. Thomas -vvas the first American
to attempt the de Niza trail from the Colorado River to Los Angeles.
In summary, an unusual set of circumstances connect two men who bear
the same family name. They were born within three years of each other;
both lived east of the Mississippi and moved west. They both were attracted
by adventure and both experienced a capsizing on their voyages west. Both
led trapping parties- Jedediah at the age of 24 and Thomas at the age of 2 3.
Both were in trapping parties composed of eleven men. Both came to Taos
and traded there. Both preferred to trap alone or in small groups. Both
owned trapping companies. Jedediah bought out the Rocky Mountain trap-
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ping company from Ashley in I 8 2 6 and Thomas had a fur trading company
with headquarters in Santa Fe. 45 Both trapped the same areas and explored
the same rivers- the Grand, the Green, the Virgin and the Gila. Both pioneered routes into California, one in I826 and one in I829, Jedediah at the
age of 2 7 and Thomas at the age of 2 8. Both attended the trappers rendezvous and both competed for eastern fur markets. They kne\v the same men
and trapped with the same trappers. Both liked California and both were
requested to leave it. Both retired from active trapping at an early ageJedediah at 3 I and Thomas at 29. Thomas, however, returned later to trap
with Kit Carson and Thomas Hobbs. The untimely death of Jedediah in
I 8 3 I must close the comparison. How their lives might have paralleled after
that date is interesting and provocative speculation.

NOTES
1. Anyone who objects to comparing these two men on the grounds that Thomas
Smith was a drunkard and a reprobate while Jedediah was a gentleman and a devout
Christian should read Horace Bell's account of Thomas Smith. He states, "Peg Leg
vvas a Rocky Mountain man of great renown in his time and ranked high as a leader,
not of that high type of mountain honor and chivalry as pertained to the Sublettes,
Carson, Bridger, and others of that standard of excellence, but rather of the Indian freebooting class as Jim Beckworth and others." Horace Bell, Reminiscences of a Ranger
(Los Angeles, IS81),pp. 2S1 -S3.
2. Some authorities give June 24, 179S, as the date of Jedediah's birth.
3· "Sketches from the Life of Peg Leg Smith," Hutchings' Illustrated Califomia
Magazine, Vol. 5, Nov., 1S6o.
+ Ibid.
5· Ibid.
6. Dale Morgan, ]edediah Smith (New York, 1953 ), p. So.
7· Hutchings, op. cit.
S. Ibid., and Eleanor Lawrence, "Peg Leg Smith, His Story," Touring Topics, Oct.
1932, P· IS.
9· Hutchings, op. cit.
10. Morgan, op. cit., pp. 94 and So.
I I. Ibid.
12. Hutchings, op. cit.
13. H. D. Barrows, "William Wolfskill, the Pioneer," Annual, Historical Society of
Southern Califomia, Vol. 5, 1904, p. 290.
14. lVlorgan, op. cit.
15. Ibid.
16. Hutchings, op. cit.
17. "Chronicles of George C. Yount," California Histo1·ical Society QuaTterly, Vol.
II, April 1923,p. 10.
1S. Morgan, op. cit., p. 239·
19. John M. Bludworth, "Golden Bullets or 21 Carat Gold Used as Lead," San
Diego Union, May 1S92.
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THE FIRST NEW YORK VOLUNTEERS
IN CALIFORNIA
By DoN K. GREELis'''
In 1846, President James K. Polk began implementing his plan to conquer
California with sober, industrious soldiers. The President reasoned that the
soldiers would provide a nucleus for a future, sober, industrious community.
Colonel Jonathan D. Stevenson led the Ne\v York Volunteers. He had been
a New York politician and a ward heeler in New York City. In the spring of
I846, Stevenson journeyed to Washington, D. C., and while there, received
President Polk's permission to raise a regiment. On June 26, I846, Secretary
of vVar, vVilliam L. Marcy, authorized Colonel Stevenson to raise a regiment, cautioning him to recruit only men of good habits. Marcy warned
Stevenson not to reveal the regiment's destination was to be California, a
province of Mexico.
Governor Silas \iVright of New York had authorized Colonel Stevenson
to open recruiting offices and to advertise for enlistees. Seven companies
were to be recruited in New York City and one company each in Albany,
Bath, and Norwich. On August I, I846, 676 men raised their hands at Governors Island, New York, and took the oath to defend the Constitution and
flag. 1
With the recruits came reporters. Soon, controversy burst forth in the
press and on the floors of the Congress. For the first time, the intention to
invade California became public knowledge. While Congress debated and
the editors speculated, Colonel Stevenson continued to recruit and organize
his regiment. At Governors Island, a tailor measured the men for uniforms.
A drill sergeant taught them basic drill. The new recruits drew arms, but no
one expected a fight, for they looked upon themselves as boy adventurers
bound for a tropical land under the protection of the federal government. 2
The New York Herald, hoping to silence critics of the Democratic administration, glowingly described the long range plans of the expedition's leaders.
"The rich and beautiful land of California, far removed from government
and inhabited in a measure by a half-civilized people," would be the goal of
the expedition, the Herald declared. The newspaper argued that only the
"sound, hardy mechanics of our country" could establish military control
and bring order and community spirit to the territory which "contains within
itself the elements of prosperity, wealth and greatness." 3
Orderliness was not a conspicuous trait among the First New York Volunteers. On August I 8, I 846, the entire regiment refused to pay the high
prices demanded for their uniforms. In punishment for their insubordination
the men were confined to their tents and a courtmartial tried and convicted
"Colonel Greelis is a retired Air Force officer who graduated at the top of his class
at the University of California at Davis. Colonel Greelis majored in history. This article
is sponsored by Dr. P. J. Staudenraus, presently of the History Department, State University of New York at Stony Brook, Long Island.
I
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their ringleader. The men's dissatisfaction was only temporarily suppressed,
for they later showed their abiding dislike for authority and expensive uniforms by throwing their caps into the ocean en route to California.
In the two months of training at Governors Island, the First New York
Volunteers won the derisive title of "Stevenson's Lambs." The reputation
grew when the sheriff of New York City tried to serve a writ on Colonel
Stevenson for payment of debts and damages amounting to $8o,ooo, and the
regiment secretly sailed from New York harbor as the sheriff unsuccessfully
pursued in a borrowed boat. 4
Frederic Stanhope Hill, second mate on the flagship Tho111as Perkins, noted
that the regiment contained "a tough lot of fellows recruited from the Five
Points section of Nevv York City," the tough section of New York. As
before, the men gave their officers "no end of trouble." Except for Colonel
Stevenson and his staff, the officers, according to Hill, were "but a shade
better" than the enlisted men, the majority being "mere ward politicians
elected by the men to their positions." 5
The trip around the Horn took almost six months. Between November I
and November I o, I 846, the regiment suffered near mutinies. One outbreak
involved all the members of Companies D and I. Brevet Lieutenant John
McHenry Hollingsworth disgustedly asserted that "none were fit to be
soldiers." Two more mutinies nearly occurred. Colonel Stevenson avoided
one by a show of strength, and a staff officer averted the other by a show
of indifference. 6
The regiment landed at San Francisco and joined the forces commanded
by General Stephen ,iV. Kearny commanding the California Department at
Monterey. The regiment received garrison duties and later, with the exception of Companies A and B, went to different forts and posts within California.
On July 4, I847, Companies A and B went by steam to Baja California to
serve as an occupying force and to defend the peninsula against attack by
the Mexican army. Earlier in the year, Commander John B. Montgomery
had captured the lVIexican defenses without a shot. On July 20, I847, Companies A and B arrived at La Paz and established their barracks on a hill overlooking countryside and town. They had chosen a strong defensive position.
At 2 a.m., November I 6, I 84 7, a Mexican force of more than 6oo men,
composed of local inhabitants and led by Mexican army officers, attacked
the two American companies. The Mexican attack began with a solid volley
of musketry, but the absence of training and organization made the Mexican
fire ineffective. As morning dawned, the sporadic fire sputtered out and the
attacking force briefly disappeared. Later in the morning, a Mexican cavalry
charge renewed the attack, and again the Volunteers easily smashed the
effort with a few rounds of canister. Fighting ended that day.
E leven days later, another attack followed. During the interval, the V olunteers had strengthened their fortifications. Again the Mexican attack failed.
In all, the New York Volunteers had lost two men. 7
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In March, I 848, Company D sailed for La Paz to reinforce the Volunteer
garrison. The Volunteers never achieved a notable victory but they did not
suffer a serious defeat. After the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, ending the
Mexican War and returning the lower peninsula to Mexico, Companies A,
B, and D returned to California. On October 2 3, I 848, the three companies
disbanded and the men ·were mustered out of service.
The rest of the regiment sat out the -vvar. Their most notable adventure
was a false alarm of an attack. At the conclusion of the alert, a careless
cannoneer tossed his port fire into the arms chest. The resulting explosion
killed seven men and wounded two others. 8
The Volunteers had enlisted for the duration of the war. On receipt of the
news that the war had ended, Military Governor Richard B. Mason issued
an order dated August 7, I 848, to muster out the regiment. By September
2 5, I 848, only Companies A, B, and D, still in service in Baja California,
remained in arms.
Several months earlier, James Marshall had discovered gold at Sutter's
i\llill. The resulting wave of excitement that swept over California and the
United States also touched the Volunteers. Three hundred and twenty-three
members of the Volunteers did not await formal discharge, but hastened,
absent without leave, to search for gold and excitement. 9
Some Volunteers waited for the vague honor of receiving an honorable
discharge certificate and two months' rations. They, too, scrambled for
equipment and transportation to the gold diggings. The units that were to
provide prosperity and stability to California had temporarily run to the hills.
In I 849, reports of the California gold strike disagreed as to its richness
and the ease with which gold could be found. The eastern newspapers
carried stories that encouraged reader excitement, and immediately more
Americans headed for the gold fields. Some California newspapers doubted
the wealth of the strikes and the miners' stories. They saw the rush as less
than a boon to the still unorganized California territory.
But there was gold, a great deal for a few. It was waiting, shining and
trembling in the riffles, waiting for a lucky man to uncover his fortune .
Some men made a fortune with a pick and a sluice box. The majority used
eye sights, picks, pans, and sluice boxes to find what the San Francisco Alta
California repeatedly warned they would find-nothing.
Ships arrived in San Francisco harbor from the world's ports. They carried staples and luxuries for the miners. Boots sold for $ I oo a pair; oysters
for $ I 6 a can. 10 The ships also brought people. Merchants and miners came
in increasingly larger numbers. Scoundrels were plentiful. Most men arrived
from South America where mine equipment and mercantile supplies could
be purchased for resale in California.
Ships en route to San Francisco touched at the South American ports to
take on cargoes of fresh fruits and vegetables. Newspapers carried the story
of the California gold strike and the need for manpower and equipment.
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Eight months after the discovery of gold, 4,ooo South Americans and Mexicans had hurried to the California gold fields. 11
Americans who arrived late in I 849 found foreigners operating the best
claims. Men ·w ith limited command of English and little stock successfully
managed tent stores in the newly grown towns. Prices were outrageously
high, and it seemed to some buyers that Americans were buying from
JVlexico what they had just won by conquest.
San Francisco \vas the departure point for the gold fields. One started out
and returned there, richer or poorer, and always wiser. By February, r849,
this rough, expensive outpost of civilization had evolved a strange society.
It had low characters given to street fights, daylight pranks, parades in outlandish costumes, and low comedy on the dirt streets. They called themselves "Hounds," and they used the term as an organizational symbol and a
rallying cry in time of distress. Their headquarters was a tent called "Tammany Hall" near City Hall. The apparent leader of the Hounds was Samuel
Roberts, formerly a member of E Company, First New Y orlc Volunteers.
The name "Tammany Hall" and the presence of Samuel Roberts strongly
suggests that the Hounds' membership consisted of the former New York
enlistees. 12
By June, I 849, the Hounds had abandoned daylight buffoonery and
drunken parades for daylight robbery, extortion and abuse. Their principal
victims were South Americans who occupied a quarter of San Francisco
called "Little Chile." 13 \Vhen a foreigner attempting to defend his property
killed one of the Hounds, the Hounds' friends quickly assembled and confiscated all of the foreigner 's property, including his tent, and sold it to the
highest bidder at street auction. They kept the proceeds for themselves.
In I 849, San Francisco had no police force. The alcalde was the law force,
the mayor, and the judge. He was either indifferent to the affiictions of the
foreign residents or in sympathy with the Hounds. If he learned the Hounds
were auctioning a foreigner's property, he arrived at the scene too late.
"Everyone was gone," he asserted in court. "Nothing could be done." 14
On another occasion, the alcalde had used a member of the Hounds to lash a
recalcitrant seaman, and the event convinced many that the Hounds were
the law.
The Hounds became bolder and their organization changed. They adopted
a constitution and a new name, the Regulators. They became self-styled
guardians of the right to rectify all evils, including the presence of foreigners
in California. By July, I 849, the lawless situation in San Francisco was catastrophic. San Francisco had become accustomed to the presence of crime,
but San Francisco had not anticipated mobs of men dressed in uniforms,
preceded by a drummer and a fife player, parading en route to commit
robbery or murder.
On Sunday evening, July I 5, I 849, Samuel Roberts led his Regulators to
the Little Chile area and began to rob and kill. The Regulators' victims
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included forty Chileans who lost $6,300 in coin, $I ,400 in gold, plus apparel,
tents and other personal property. San Francisco suddenly became aware of
the need for a police force.
A day later, Monday, July I 6, I 849, some of the citizens of San Francisco
gathered in Portsmouth Square. They elected officers, formed a police force,
and elected a chief. Two hundred and thirty citizens enrolled for police
duty in ten police companies, each commanded by a captain. By voice vote,
the crowd also elected judges, a district attorney, and assistant district attorney, and assigned duties to the various police companies.
By late afternoon, twenty men accused of serving in the Regulators'
attacking company were under arrest. On the following Monday, eight days
after the brutal attack, the guilty had received sentence. Samuel Roberts, the
Regulator leader, received a ten-year prison sentence. The remedy was
effective. The Regulators and Roberts disappeared. 15
The public meeting brought one additional benefit. On July 2 7, I 849, the
citizens of San Francisco also organized a militia company, the First California Guard, Light Artillery. Initially, the militia -vvas more a social group
than a police force, but by parading frequently in public, it served notice
that it intended to maintain law and order. Besides parades, there were
encampments, excursions, theater parties, and marksmanship contests with
prizes reaching $500.
The California militia grew rapidly. By I 8 55, when the state legislature approved the National Guard Act, there were forty -three companies
throughout the state. Organizing a company was easy. A number of citizens
met and applied to the judge of the county court who designated a man to
open a book of signatures. All men between I 8 and 45 years were eligible
if able to perform military duty. \iVhen the required number had registered,
the membership elected officers and non-commissioned officers. The commanding officer, a captain, appointed the musicians. After the election of
officers, a proclamation announced the creation of the company, and the
State Adjutant General received notification of the proceedings.
A company had the following numerical strength: a captain, a first lieutenant, two second lieutenants, four sergeants, one drummer, one fifer, and
neither less than fifty nor more than one hundred men. An eligible man who
did not join was subject to jury duty and a yearly military tax of twentyfive-cents.16
The state issued arms and accoutrements for an allotment received from
the federal government. The state gave bond equal in value to the supplies
to insure the safe return of unused supplies. The militia received no other
aid. Members paid for their uniforms. Dues or assessments paid for other
expenses. Members other than officers did not take an oath of enlistment,
and they were free to withdraw whenever they desired, except when under
call by the governor. An officer who refused or neglected his duty under the
governor's call could be fined not less than $500, and enlisted men were
subject to $200 fineY
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By r 86o, the militia rolls of California listed sixty-four companies composed of 3,ooo members ready and able to march down Main Street on the
Fourth of July or attend a hanging.
California was getting ready to help a man called Abe. In the House of
Representatives, Congressman Abraham Lincoln had spoken scathingly of
President Polk's ambitious program of territorial expansion. Mr. Lincoln
might have spoken less harshly if he could have foretold that California
men in r863 would help "put the bottom back in his tub."
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NORTHERN QUEBEC AND LABRADOR
JOURNALS AND CORRESPONDENCE,
I

8 I 9- I 8 35

Hudson's Bay Record Society, Volume XXIV, London, 1963

Reviewed by

CARL

E. WuLFMAN

In r 5 34, Jacques Cartier sailed along the coast of Labrador and up the St.
Lawrence. A little more than two and one-half centuries later one could
find inscribed on a rock near Bella Coola, "Alexander Mackenzie, from
Canada by land, the 22nd of July, one thousand eight hundred and ninetythree." Yet through the intervening years, indeed for a few more, Thorfinn
Karlsefni'sHelluland or Markland, the Quebec-Labrador peninsula, remained
virtually unexplored, its vast plateau completely unknown to Europeans.
Subscribers to this latest Hudson's Bay Record Society volume can read the
journals and correspondence of the HBC servants who first explored the
northern interior of the peninsula in the nineteenth century, and they can
discover for themselves the challenges it presented.
Here are the hitherto unpublished accounts of James Clouston's persevering journeys from Rupert House into Nichicun, northward to the confluence of the Kaniapiskau and the Larch, thence ·w estward via Upper Seal
Lake and Clearwater Lake into Richmond Gulf and back to Rupert's House.
The journals of 'iVilliam Hendry and Nicol Finlayson detail the reconnaissance for, and founding of, Fort Chimo; one can also read the Fort
Chimo correspondence, r830-35. Erland Erlandson's journals and report
describe a lonely and unprofitable winter at South River House, an experimental outpost of Fort Chimo. They tell also of his journeys from Fort
Chimo to Northwest River and return, a journey antedating John IVlcLean's
better known trek by several years.
Much of the reading is, of course, prosaic: "August 26, Thursday.
'iV eat her as yesterday. Four fish in nets. Half of the men carrying in logs,
the other half clearing a foundation for a men's house." (Finlayson, r 83o.)
Some of it is less so: "February 2, r82o. This morning the thermometer
stood at 57 below zero. At Yz past 8 a.m., placed some quicksilver in a basin,
the thermometer then being 49 ... The quicksilver soon became a solid
mass." Or, July 9, r82o: "My guide told me the opinion of the Indians concerning the deer which cross this river regularly every year." A spirit every
winter puts them in a mountain. "This mountain is guarded by ants as large
as commori frogs, by frogs as large as common foxes, by foxes as large as
common wolves, by wolves, bears, etc., in proportion, and if any Indian
was to approach the mountain they would inevitably be devoured by those
things, who are only in the likeness of animals." (Clouston)
It is amusing to compare Finlayson's accounts of the establishment of
Fort Chimo with R. M. Ballantyne's fictionalized account of it for boys,
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"Ungava-A Tale of Esquimau Land," London, I858. Ballantyne's postmaster, for example, like Finlayson dispatches an overland packet from
Chimo to the Governor (Simpson). But Dick Prince is kept in the north
by Ballantyne for romantic reasons and so is saved from his actual drowning
with Fran<;ois Sopier at the present-day Frenchman's Rapids on the Michipicoten River some 40 miles above its mouth on Lake Superior.
There are interesting insights into the fur trade. According to Erlandson,
the free trader at Northwest River considered one small beaver to be worth
3 IVlB. As to the relation between the fur trader and the Nascoupee Indians,
we have Erlandson's, "They are equally insensible to persuasion or threat.
If by upbraiding or more conciliatory means, I succeed in pushing them on
one day, the following day one or more of them is sure to be laid up with
some complaint or other. And thus what I gain in distance one day, I may
calculate to lose the next one."
Together with McLean's journeys, the journeys depicted in this volume
constitute by far the most important and most interesting of the company's
explorations in the Quebec-Labrador interior. They are apparently the last
documented explorations of any extent until Henry Y oule Hind's exploration of the Moise in I 86 I.
As usual, the work of the editor, Mr. K. G . Davies, and of the company's
archivist, Miss A. M. Johnson, is careful and thorough; one knows that
when the name of Thomas J. Beads is mentioned, and there is no footnote
giving his thumbnail biography, that it is because the archives do not contain the information. I was disappointed to find that George Atkinson's
explorations of I 8 I 6 and I 8 I 8, from the Hudson Bay coast into the interior,
while mentioned in the text, are not included in the accompanying map,
"Northern Quebec and Labrador-Exploration and Settlement by Hudson's
Bay Company to I835·"
The introduction to the volume by Glyndwr Williams is a superb example
of the historian's craft. Mr. \iVilliams has managed somehow to draw out the
significant from the overwhelming wealth of daily detail contained in the
company's archives. \iVhat results is an eminently readable and unbiased
account of the history of the peninsula to I 8 35.
One of his more intriguing observations is that the establishment of Fort
Chimo and the interior posts in the I 8 3o's and 4o's was one of the few
ventures due to Sir George Simpson which failed commercially. That Simpson overestimated the potentialities of the area, and underestimated its difficulties is borne out by the post records for I 8 35-70 which the company
kindly allowed this reviewer to peruse a few years ago. Thus, in the Fort
Nascopie Journal, William Kennedy recorded in January, I 843, that, at
Governor Simpson's wishes, eighteen families of Indians from the Fort
George area had agreed to attach themselves to th~ Ungava district to hunt
beaver. Kennedy considered this impossible as he had seen no beaver. Indeed
in the Fort N ascopie returns for I 842-5 I, there were never more than sixtytwo beaver-though there were as many as 2300 marten.
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Even in the late I 8 3o's and 4o's, when the company had settled upon
Nichicun and Nascopie as its primary posts on the plateau, problems were
immense. It was barely possible for canoes to leave Nichicun at breakup
with the year's returns, get to Rupert House and return ·with the new outfit
before freeze-up . The fall fisheries at Nascopie continually decreased from
6ooo fish in I 848 to 2900 in I 8 56. Starvation was frequent. In the winter of
I 8 34-3 5, Robert Chilton's son starved to death, at Kaniapiskan, and he himself barely survived even though the rigors of the country were by that
time well known to the company's servants. Deaths of Indians by starvation
are recorded for the winters of I 8 35-3 6, I 8 39-40, I 846-4 7, I 84 7-48, and
I848-49· In the winter of I848-49 Donald Henderson at Fort Nascopie
recorded that three women and a boy arrived who had only managed to
survive by feeding on the dead bodies of their husbands and children .
Of the HBC servants who lived there, fevv could have quarrelled with
Cartier's denomination of their territory as "the land that God gave Cain."

AFTER HARPER'S FERRY
It was in the middle 192o's that I first met James Fablinger. He came trudging along the old Bollman Road which leads up the steep mountainside from
Saratoga. He had come to spend the day at the old mountain place where
he had lived more than forty years earlier.
To my many questions he answered thoughtfully and with careful explanation. He "vas, of course, the son-in-law of 1\llary Ann Brown, the widow
of John Brown of Harper's Ferry. His wife, Ellen Brown, had been, I
believe, the youngest of twenty children of the patriarch.
Among other things, he told me:
"I never met John Brown, for I married Ellen in California many years
after he was hung in 18 59· I have tried to read everything that has been
written about him. It is my opinion he never expected the capture of Harper
Ferry to be successful. He felt that only by the shedding of blood- his
blood- could the nation be brought to its senses and the slaves freed.
However, he was greatly surprised when the Negroes failed to come to his
assistance."
I remember, too, he commented on the changed view from the homestead:
"\iVhen we lived here forty years ago, the Santa Clara Valley at this time
of year, was a great golden grain field. It is now a green prune orchard."
Neither of us could imagine that within the next forty years the subdivider would work out an entirely different pattern for the valley below.
All this is prefatory to a most interesting little book recently published
by the Saratoga Historical Foundation. In it, Theron Fox, the editor, Miss
Florence Cunningham, and many others have gathered together much unpublished data concerning the Martyr of Harper's Ferry. There is an Introduction by Dr. Leo P. Kibby of San Jose State College; a Reminiscence of
School Days at Concord, Massachusetts, by daughter Sarah Brown while
living in the homes of Ralph Waldo Emerson and the Alcotts; "Connecting
Notes" which bring the remnant of the family from North Elba, New
York, to Saratoga, California; a quote from the San Francisco Chronicle of
April 1o, 1881, giving an interview with John Brown's widow; and several
other important sections.
The book is illustrated, meticulously written, carefully annotated, and
well worth the modest price of $1. 50. Applications for copies should be
made to the Saratoga Historical Foundation, Box 172, Saratoga, California.
-R.R.S.

THE ElVIPTY SLEEVE
A Biography of Lucius Fairchild
Most men are contented to leave a satisfactory record of a single achievement. vVhen, however, an individual is sufficiently versatile, or fortunate,
to work out a half-dozen distinct careers during a lifetime, his accomplishments warrant at least a second look. Fairchild was a "Forty-niner," a general in the Civil War, and a three-term governor of \iVisconsin. In addition,
during what might be called "left over" years, he was appointed a consul
and minister plenipotentiary, became a successful real estate investor, and
served as Commander-in-chief of the Grand Army of the Republic.
The author, Dr. Sam Ross, a native of Ohio, is a Professor in the History
Department of Sacramento State College. He has written ·what it purports
to be-a biography, not a eulogy.
For a long time, discerning researchers have read with reserved incredulity the published accounts of the miner's "extra-curricular" activities.
Victorian writers would have us believe the busy gold miner or the Civil
\iVar soldier worked hard six days of the week, and then read his Bible (a
gift from Aunt Martha), wrote the usual letter home to his family, and did
a little vvashing on Sunday. Some of these activities seemed just a trifle
fictitious, even for the middle of the 19th century. The rather frank disclosures which Dr. Ross' research has uncovered appear to be understandable.
\iVe Californians are likely to forget that a considerable group of gold
miners returned home after their California interlude. Actually, not one
man in ten remained in the West. Some took back gold and some the
memory of hardships. All were better able to cope with the easier problems
of a more settled community. Soon the great Civil \iVar came with military
companies drilling at every cross-road. Who better for their temporary
leaders than returned gold seekers with their wealth of experience and
camping "know how!"
Then, after interminable waiting, came the battles-the baptism in blood,
the return home of wounded veterans- the peg legs, the missing fingers, the
empty sleeves. Handicapped, to be sure, but heroes forevermore!
There followed one of the strangest epochs in the history of this country
-The Reconstruction Period-rule by a one-party government. Seemingly,
historians are united in depicting this period as a "cultural desert"- a time
when most people were so busy lining their own nests, that they had little
time to write poetry, or worthwhile prose, or to care about their brother's
condition. The United States was no longer a young and vigorous community producing Patrick Henry orators, Thomas Jefferson planners, or even
vVilliam Lloyd Garrison "Big Brothers."
For those of us who lived our boyhoods on the fringe of those years,
there is still the memory of long lines of blue-coated, straggly-bearded old
men who marched in innumerable "patriotic" parades and reminisced in
season and out-of-season about their particular part in freeing the slaves.
I
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J\!Iany of them had been given by the government preferential treatment in
locating homesteads, and most of them were novv pensioners. Those whom
I knew were Republicans- the party of Abraham Lincoln, and considered
all other political groups questionable mobs who were out to wreck the
country.
"Veterans" were on every public program, held most of the public offices
-local and national-and were respected and obeyed as a matter of course
by the populace. Inevitably, they passed with the years and, by the time I
was a young man, only a few lingering octogenarians and nonagenarians
remained.
Thus the reading of this book has been, in a way, a reliving of my own
boyhood days in an adjoining state. Today the following oath, given greatly
out of context, seems inconceivable and especially so when applied to the
President of the United States, Grover Cleveland:
"IVIay God palsy the hand that wrote that order. IVIay God palsy the
brain that conceived it. Nlay God palsy the tongue that dictated it." When
it was given, however, it was understandable-it was almost the last petition
of the "One party government." Incidentally, the order was to return captured Confederate flags to the respective states.
The Empty Sleeve is published by the State Historical Society of Wisconsin for the \iVisconsin Civil vVar Centennial Commission, Madison. It is
profusely illustrated, properly documented, and is both a biography and a
reconstruction, in part, of the society, politics, and thinking of the post_ R. R. s.
Civil \iV ar era.

THE INDIVIDUAL'S CONCERN
FOR HIS COiVliVIUNITY
Reported by RoBERT STUART VoGT*

One of the signs of hope in the world is the concern of men for community.
It is in the community that men become human beings. In the February,
1964, issue of the Pacific Historian, Dr. !Vlalcolm R. Eiselen reviewed the
four Lynnewood Conferences devoted to the understanding of the psychological aspects of the world crisis. His article pointed to the words of
Nietzsche, "Insanity in individuals is something rare, but in groups, parties,
nations, and epochs, it is the rule." Others have reflected on the German
people as "so noble and gracious as pnsons ... so demonic and destructive
as a nation."
The spring series of Conferences at beautiful Lynnewood sought to
explore the nature of the community. If the seeds of destruction are in the
community, what must we do to create "healthy" community life-a community that will lead through faith and hope and love to life and not to
death. Recently, Abraham Heschel, speaking before the American Medical
Association in San Francisco, said, "Man is always in danger of forfeiting his
humanity. Being human is always precarious. Just as death is the liquidation
of the human being ... dehumanization is the liquidation of being human."
There is a beautiful valley called Amador nestled in the Central California
hills. Four community leaders were selected to look at this "cup" of green
verdure, rolling pastures and vineyards under the clear blue sky, and diagnose its future. Howard Long, M.D., resident physician in Pleasanton, graduate of the University of California, was asked to look at the people of the
valley and write a prescription that would ensure the greatest possible health
for the greatest number. Dr. Ray Haskell, local Superintendent of Schools,
was requested to project into the future his dreams for ideal public education in the valley. Mr. Bernard Gerton, Bay Area realtor and former Councilman and Mayor of Pleasanton, was assigned the task of preparing a blueprint for the physical development of the area. Finally, Harold H. Klepfer,
Ph.D., Metallurgist with the General Electric Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory,
President of the Pleasanton Chamber of Commerce, and member of the
Amador High School Board of Education, concluded the series with a brilliant address on "The Distinctive Community- A Quest for a Spark of Life."
Common to each of these exciting and stimulating Conferences was the
concern for persons. Dr. Long saw the health of the valley-not just in
terms of "the absence of disease .. . but in positive areas of wholeness and
health." He helped us see the changes that have taken place in our culture
from poverty to affluence and the corresponding changes in the illness patterns. "For all our success and affluence," he said, "this kind of life is not
*Reverend Robert Stuart Vogt is Minister of the Presbyterian Community Church
and an active civic leader of Pleasanton, California.
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conducive to healthy living." An echo of this was heard in Abraham Heschel's address. He said, "It is my conviction, Doctors, that more people die
of success than of cancer."
Dr. Long wanted longevity through better medicine . .. "not just years
- but lively years." He spoke of the environment we have been creating
that is not beneficial to our kinds of bodies. The stresses of modern life,
though not always harmful, must be lived with creativity. In a most practical way, he outlined how we might create an environment that would be
more congenial to man. vVe were left with visions of morning hikes, afternoon naps, better food, cover:ed necks, and colder home temperatures. He
said that above all, -vve must consider the spiritual aspects of a healthy life.
Dr. Haskell looked at the community through the spectacles of an educator. He reviewed the history of education from Aristotle to Dewey, to
Rafferty. He poked at the critics of education and pointed to solutions from
"cut-backs" and "cut-outs" to "more of everything." vVe looked at the
"little red schoolhouse" and the newest "snail design." \iVe looked at pictures of school with movable walls, talked about carpets and "Team Teaching" and self-directed study, and lay readers and assistants for teachers,
teaching machines and flexible school schedules and "labs" and "depth
study." vVe learned about closed circuit TV, and long-distance 'phone calls
to famous people; and we talked, also, about the inter-action between pupil
and teacher. For here, in the dynamics of inter-personal relationships, a child
is freed to learn and grow ... "in spite of limiting backgrounds of race, or
ethnic origins." The problem will be: "Does the student have a sense of
individual responsibility? How are the kids going to solve problems that we
do not even know?" His solution: "Teach him to think and feel and respond
with all the resources at his disposal. He will not be taught to 'regurgitate'
what was poured in by the teacher or the author. If all this comes to pass,
we shall have a new breed of creative, self-motivated, inquiring young
people and, hopefully, a healthier community."
Dr. Klepfer reminded us at the conclusion of the series that "The most
inexorable factors that shape a community are economic and geographical."
In his presentation, Bernard Gerton turned our eyes to some of these conditions and made us look long and hard at them- from inversion factors that
hold potential smog problems, to the hard economic facts of gravel pits, of
lowering water tables and increasing pollution problems, to the brighter picture of a beautiful valley seeking to preserve its virginity against the assault
of burgeoning population. Mr. Gerton took us for a walk through our
valley and talked to us about balance- balance between the old and the new,
housing and industry, tax revenue and open spaces, shopping centers, and
recreation areas. But through all these "hard facts" ran the concern for
people and their needs, their hungers and their dreams. He feared "that the
human being will be pushed right out of the creative process."
Dr. Harold Klepfer picked up the ball close to the goal line and stabbed
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through for the winning touchdown in this exciting series. I wish it were
possible to include the entire address. Hal, too, looked at the "hard economic
and geographical facts," but saw behind them and beyond them a greater
fact. He said, " . . . within these realistic boundaries, what, then, shapes a
community to make it distinguished among its peers and beloved by its
people? Certainly, the mental and physical health of its citizens; certainly
the administrative success and pedantic correctness of its schools; certainly
the attractiveness and cleanliness of its streets and buildings; certainly the
frugality and craftsmanship with which it produces the goods and services
for which it has unique economic and geographical resources; certainly the
technical competence and justice of its government. These are all essential
ingredients and their achievement takes effort and planning. For the uniqueness, the wholeness, and perhaps the holiness of a city may be in the extent
to which it simulates the creative expression of the human spirit. To measure
this kind of distinction, it may be important to look beyond the efficiency of
traffic flow and lot sizes. For this measurement, we must look at the way a
city builds its churches and its parks, its orchestras and its choirs, its 2rt and
its theater. The quality of its puppet shows and its Brownie projects, of its
welfare and its crusades, of its debates and its journalism - all must be
measured. For there is opportunity for individual pride and corporate identity in these things.
"vVe have recruited assistance for our physical planning and the planning
consultant seems to be the hero of our times. But if distinction is to be
measured by success in freeing the human spirit, perhaps we should recruit
with the same care, and honor those who stimulate the spirit- our poets,
artists, authors, musicians, historians, philosophers, priests, and preachersour creators and re-creators.
"\Vhat I am suggesting is this -let just one creative genius- Thoreau or
a Frost, a Strauss or a Faulkner, a Socrates or a Van Gogh-pass through
this valley and it would never be without distinction - nor would it probably ever be the same. But let even a lesser creative power, in his passing
through, love the city, and if he were not ostracized, poisoned, or crucified,
but were joined by the talented "hardheads" who equally love the city, and
if they were to work together and unleash the creative power of its people,
then the people, themselves, might build the distinctive community we seek"
On this high and noble statement by a "hard-headed scientist," the Spring
Series of Lynnewood Conference closed. Each man in his own way spoke
of persons and the dream of mankind-that each man might be more truly
human, with ability to be concerned for other human beings. "A man is of
worth," said Abraham Heschel, "because a human being is a disclosure of
the Divine; and we become human to the degree to which we care for
others." Perhaps in this vvay we shall overcome irrationality and animality
of our time-as each man becomes a human being.
Again, after another year's series, dozens of us walked away from Lynne-
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wood enriched, inspired, informed - wiser and more fully committed to
each other and to our time. And each of us quietly breathed our prayer of
gratitude that the Stuarts- beloved R. R. and Grace- are passing through
this valley. In Dr. Klepfer's memorable -vvords-"lt will never be the same."

A GOLDEN AGE IN WESTERN HISTORY
A Review Article by

GLENN PRICE

The liVest of William H. Ashley: The International Struggle for the Fur
Trade of the Missouri, the Rocky Mountains, and the Columbia, with
Explorations Beyond the Continental Divide, Recorded in the Diaries and
Letters of liVilliam H. Ashley and His Contemporaries, z822-I8J8. Edited,
with introductory essays, commentary and notes by Dale 1\llorgan. (Denver: The Old \ Nest Publishing Company, Fred A . Rosenstock, 1964.
Designed and printed by Lawton Kennedy, San Francisco. liv
341 pp.
Maps, notes, illustrations, index.)
By the Convention of 18 18, Great Britain and the United States agreed
that the country "vVestward of the Stony 1\!Iountains" to the Northwest
Coast of North America should be free and open to the citizens of each
nation for the term of ten years. The area was soon thereafter precisely
defined through treaties with the Spanish government specifying the line of
42 o as the southern boundary, and with Russia making 54 o 40' the northern
limit. When the decade was about to expire, the British had settlements
within portions of the territory under dispute while the United States had
none; the American negotiator advocated delaying the matter "until the
citizens of the United States shall have acquired a respectable footing in the
country." On August 6, 1827, the agreement for joint occupancy and use
was extended indefinitely, with provision for termination of the arrangement by one-year notice of either nation.
On October 3 ISt of that year, \iVilliam H. Ashley wrote a letter to the
Missouri Observer to correct an editorial statement that a party of British
traders had taken two hundred thousand dollars worth of furs from west of
the Rocky 1\!Iountains in 1825. Ashley, in the letter which Dale Morgan
publishes in this volume of documents entitled The liVest of William H.
Ashley, asserted that they had rather taken out "about eighty-five thousand
beaver, say, 1 so,ooo pounds; worth about six hundred thousand dollars!"
About sixty men in the service of the Hudson Bay Company, according
to Ashley, had been visited by Jedediah S. Smith, \iVilliam L. Sublette and
others. These were "intelligent young men, of strict veracity," and they
"reported to their comrades, that the British flag had been repeatedly hoisted
during their stay there."

+

The Americans, indignant at such impertinence and understanding, too, that the British
camp was within eight miles of them, resolved to proceed to the place and tear down
the flag, even at the risk of their lives. Twenty-two of them, with the American flag
hoisted, advanced to the spot, but no British flag was to be seen. They made known
their business to Mr. Ogden [the leader of the Hudson's Bay men], and protested in
threatening language against a recurrence of the same insult offered them; they also
required of Mr. Ogden to move his party from that vicinity without delay. Mr. 0 first
hesitated, calling upon his men for protection, but ultimately finding there would probably be much danger in delay, he lost no time in getting under way, and has kept a
respectable distance ever since.
1
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Thus did the Americans attempt to prevent the British from exerc1smg
their contractural rights in the Oregon country. On November 12th Ashley
wrote to Senator Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri to complain of the
"impropriety of suffering foreigners to enter upon our [sic] territory, and
gather its wealth, without any advantage vvhatever to our Government, and
to the great inconvenience and injury of our own citizens engaged in the
same pursuits."
At the same time, these American fur trappers and traders were invading
foreign territory in the southwest. In the summer of 1826 Jedediah Smith
led an expedition southwest from Great Salt Lake through Mexican territory and into the i\llexican province of Alta California, trapping beaver as
he travelled. The i\llexican governor asked him to leave the province and he
promised to do so, but instead moved north into the central valley of California, trapping the streams, and then left most of his party camped in the
JVlexican country while he returned to the rendezvous at the south end of
Bear Lake. Smith wrote later that his arrival "caused a considerable bustle
in camp .... A small Cannon brought up from St. Louis was loaded and
fired for a salute." Ashley, with a party of sixty men, had brought out
supplies, and had pulled this piece of artillery over South Pass, the first
wheeled vehicle to cross that divide. vVhen the rendezvous broke up, Smith
returned to California with a party of eighteen men.
These events are documented in letters and reports which Morgan has
assembled in this most useful collection; he includes the reaction of the
M_exican government. Information on all this activity in Mexican territory
seeped down from the northern provinces to Mexico City, and on Apnl
12, 1828, the Mexican government protested to the American minister, Joel
Poinsett, that "a hundred men under the command of a general of the
United States of North America, having with them five wagons and three
pieces of artillery" (about normal exaggeration for any country's diplomacy), had penetrated into i\llexican territory "beyond the lake of Timpanagos" [Salt Lake]; that a "hundred horses" loaded with skins had gone
out, that treaties had been made with the Indians in this Mexican territory,
and that a party of Americans had "separated themselves to go into the Californias." The note stated that "necessary measures" would be taken.
Mr. Poinsett replied that according to his map the gathering place was on
American soil, the dividing line passing through Great Salt Lake south of
the rendezvous location. He simply ignored the matter of Smith's illegal
penetration and exploitation of Mexican terrtory.
The Mexican government was correct in its charges. The Americans were
flagrantly in violation of international law. The Americans probably did not
know that the rendezvous was on J\ilexican soil, but it would have made no
difference to them; many of them regularly trapped in Mexican country.
Morgan has subtitled this volume, "The International Struggle for the Fur
Trade of the J\llissouri, the Rocky JVlountains, and the Columbia ... ," and
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these two incidents throw penetrating light on the character of that international struggle. American nationalism as exemplified both by the mountain men and by officials of the United States government was emotionally
childish and chauvinistic, it was aggressive in conduct and hypocritical in
expression. The result was that within a score of years the United States
had acquired all that territory, not as a consequence of just or valid claims,
but, in the case of Britain, because that power concluded that it was not in
her interest to go to war to restrain American aggression in the northwest,
and in the case of Mexico, by forcing a war with her and taking the country.
It is useful to have some of the documents on the American expansionist
drive to the Pacific brought together in this fashion, but despite the emphasis
of the subtitle, this is not the primary contribution of the book, either in the
documents or in the commentary by Morgan. The richness lies rather in the
light it throws on the economics of the fur trade and in new information
and clarification of the process of exploration, of the "opening" of the west.
Morgan's preface begins with the statement: "The West of \Nilliam H.
Ashley is such a book as I would have liked to lay my hands upon when I
entered the field of Western history twenty-five years ago," and it certainly
is an excellent body of source material and interpretive commentary; Morgan has utilized well, both in selection of documents and in his explanatory
discussions, the knowledge he has acquired in those twenty-five years.
Not to put too fine an edge upon it, this is a magnificent book, in content
and in form. The quality of the history is worthy of the impeccable design
and printing; the discriminating taste of the printer, Lawton Kennedy, is
matched by that of the editor. The printer's art cannot be illustrated in a
review; a sample of the grace of the editor's prose may be seen in his "Notes
on the Documents," where he writes:
For reasons of space I have usually omitted the ceremonious closings of letters,
thereby sparing readers more time with obedient humble servants than might easily be
conceived; the bracketed ' [ &c]' stands in place of all this politesse.

Morgan observes in his prefatory remarks that the book "will be found
to correct various conclusions arrived at in my ] edediah Smith and the
Opening of the T¥est." Such corrections, he writes, "underscore the progressive illumination of shadowy areas of Western history where we have
scarcely dared hope for additional light," One of the values of the volume,
indeed, is the way it conveys the process of historical research and of growth
in understanding. Reflecting upon the obscurity of David E. Jackson of the
firm of Smith, Jackson, and Sublette, he writes: "information about Jackson's early life has been slow to emerge ... " and the student is at once
involved in the process of discovery of the past. Again, in considering the
problem of whether Jedediah Smith and Thomas Fitzpatrick might have
been partners in r 824, prior to the formation of the partnership of Smith
and Ashley, Morgan writes in a note of the "shred of evidence," for it, a
document referring to some money owing to "Smith and Fitzpatrick," and
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in another note says that "a conceivable partnership between Smith and Fitzpatrick at this time must be investigated further." The reader is thus made a
partner in the historical enterprise.
Morgan, in this volume, makes readily accessible to all students some of
the famous documents of the Rocky Mountain fur trade. Here, for example,
is the advertisement which Ashley placed in the St. Louis Missouri Gazette
& Public Advertiser on \ Vednesday morning, February I3, I822, with the
headline, "To E nterprising Young Men," which brought Jedediah Smith
and many others who were to make their mark, into the mountains. Here
are several documents upon which the account of the I 82 3 fight with the
Arilcara Indians rests: three letters by Ashley and several by Ashley's men
and by Benjamin O 'Fallon, Indian Agent, and \ Villiam Clark, Superintendent of Indian Affairs at St. Louis.
That most important event for the future of the west, the discovery of
South Pass by Smith and Fitzpatrick, is recorded by Morgan in statements
by James Clyman, by "Solitaire" (JohnS. Robb), and items in the Arkansas
Gazette of November I6, I824, and in Niles' vVeekly R egister of December
4, I824.
In his 195 3 biography of Smith, Morgan said that "almost nothing is known
about Jedediah's return trip to the Rockies" from St. Louis in the winter of
1825-26, and one of the important contributions of this volume is information on that journey. The basis for the account as J\ilorgan now gives it is a
narrative which Robert Campbell dictated in I 870; but the clarification rests
not alone on that narrative, but also on the fact that Campbell's information
makes understandable and usable other material, particularly an account by
Jim Beckwourth. The latter's story had long seemed out of gear with known
bets; in his biography of Smith, Morgan \vrote at this point: "Our gaudy
liar is busy spinning an extravaganza ... ."Now, however, with the new light
from Campbell, !Vlorgan says that the account is "for Jim Beckwourth, a
remarkably straight story." \ Vhich should remind us that liars don't lie all
the time.
Smith had left St. Louis on the first of November, a risky thing to do at
best, and had been forced to winter on the open plains; his party had survived by buying corn from the Pawnees. Beclnvourth and Black Harris
were sent back for help and Ashley came out in early spring with supplies.
1\llorgan is also able, on the basis of Campbell's dictation, to identify the
location of the I 8 2 6 rendezvous: not west of the vVasatch !Vlountains, but
in Cache Valley, near the present Hyrum, Utah. Again, TVJorgan had conjectured in his earlier book that "Smith was at the head" of the expedition
\vhich explored the north and west sides of the Great Salt Lake in the spring
of r826 , but he now finds that an untenable hypothesis, again on the basis of
information from Campbell. This Campbell dictation is thus an important
document in the Smith story and in several important events in the history
of those years. !Vlorgan does not print the bulk of it here. He writes that 1t
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was "brought to my attention after publication of my biography of Smith,
was acquired by the Bancroft Library; and subsequently the Missouri Historical Society obtained the original MS. I propose to print it with other
documents relating to Robert Campbell's experiences in the fur trade, I 82 sI836." That publication will be awaited with much interest.
Morgan introduces the volume at hand with the statement: "The era in
\V estern history dominated by the enterprise and energy of \i\Tilliam Henry
Ashley has emerged ever more luminously as a golden age." Such an evaluation should induce the reader to make an appraisal of the character of that
·
age, as displayed in the documents here collected.
One thing that impresses is the mistaken view which some of the most
intelligent of the fur traders had of the future of the trans-Mississippi west.
In I 8 2 8 Ashley wrote:
I see no object which would induce any civilized man to locate himself in that Region,
except those in pursuit of furs there is a considerable quantity of rich land in the
vicinity of the large Salt lake, & on and among the mountains but it is so divided by
rough mountains that no Settlement could be made upon them sufficiently dense &
Extensive to defend themselves against the depredations of the numerous tribes of
Indians that inhabit that Country ....

The Mormons were to prove Ashley wrong within a score of years; he
had sought to prevent such efforts. He vvrote to Senator Benton in I 8 2 9 that
he had heard of plans for three or four thousand people to emigrate to the
Oregon country, and remarked, "I feel assured that it will be an act of
humanity to suppress any thing of the kind at this time, they have not the
least conception of the misery they would lead their families to by such
an act."
There were those who watched the activities of the fur traders in the
Rockies and concluded that they were creating a great deal of misery. Morgan prints the report of Major Thomas Biddle to General Henry Atkinson,
dated October 29, I 8 I9, on the character of the fur trade. Biddle emphasized
the destructive effects which the private fur trade, the trade among the
Indians motivated by the individual pursuit of wealth by American frontiersmen, was having on the Indians. He mentions the effect of alcohol, of course,
but he directs more attention to the mercantile ethic itself:
The Indians witnessing the efforts of these people to cheat and injure each other, and
knowing no other or no more important ·white men, they readily imbibe the idea tl~at
all white men are alike bad. The imposing appearance of arms and equipments of white
men, and the novelty and convenience of their merchandise, had impressed the Indi~ns
with a high idea of their power and importance; but the avidity with which beaver skms
are sought after, the tricks and wrangling made use of, and the degradation submitted
to in obtaining them, have induced a belief that the whites cannot exist without them,
and made a great change in their opinion of our importance, our justice, and our power.

These are some of the effects of the free enterprise system in the golden
era of the west. Major Biddle said that it was impossible to civilize the Indians
"when exposed to the temptations and delusion of interested trad ers .... "
He recommended:
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Let the Government take the trade into their own hands; let their agents be honest,
capable, and zealous; let their factories be established, not only where the troops may be
stationed, but at all points convenient for trading with the Indians; let certain prices be
fixed ... and let their accounts be rigidly inspected. . . .
·

The current was running in the opposite direction; the government was
being removed from any constructive role; the arm of government was only
required to be on hand when it was needed by the free enterprisers to
chastise the Indians. For it should not be concluded that these mountain men
did not want the government's help. Quite the contrary. For example, following the 1 8 2 3 battle with the Arikaras, Ashley called for the sending of
soo or 6oo army troops to ascend the Missouri as high as the falls and, in
effect, police the area while his trappers gathered the furs and brought
them out.
One of the most lovingly caressed myths in American history is the notion
that the frontiersman, the pioneer, was a rugged individualist who demanded
nothing more than to be left alone by his government while he vvorked out
his destiny with his own two hands and determined will. Political orators
lament the passing of these creatures of their imagination, and complain that
such men have been replaced by citizens with hands permanently outstretched towards the seat of government. It is a case in which the old backwoods saw fits precisely: "The old gray mare, she ain't what she used to beand in fact she never was."
There is much documentation in Morgan's volume to the point. The
pioneer did believe that the Lord helps those who help themselves, and he
was soon helping himself to everything he could get his hands on- particularly natural wealth which was not his property but which he simply
appropriated. And one most effective way to help yourself was to get t~e
government to help you. The pioneer demonstrated great inventiveness m
that enterprise. It was the pioneer westerners who from the beginning of our
existence as a nation continually called for, demanded, money from the
federal government to improve their material condition- to build roads and
bridges, to give them lands, to fight the enemies they were provoking by
their refusal to accept any limitation on their greed for more land.
There is no better demonstration of the typical attitude of the frontiersman on this matter than the career of William Ashley, the pioneer fur trader
who later became a Congressman from Missouri. In that position he was able
to apply frontier principles effectively in government, and he did it well.
\iVhen he died in 1838, the Reverend vV. G . Eliot eulogized the frontiersman by emphasizing what Ashley had accomplished in Washington for the
frontier community which he represented. He said that Ashley never forgot
1\llissouri's interests:
He labored incessantly for the improvement of her rivers and harbours [that is,
fedeTalmoney to improve tbese foT tbe benefit of tbe pioneers]; for the extension of
National Road to Jefferson city [by fedeTal funds to belp tbese fTOntiemnen] -for
protection and defence of her borders against the Indians [by tbe fedeTal army, so
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pioneers could exploit these lands under the police pTotection of the fedeTal government]- for the reduction and graduation of the price of public lands [for the federal
government to virtually make a present of this national wealth to a small fraction of the
population, the western pioneers] . ... and for the indemnification of those who had
suffered from Indian spoilations [for the fedeTal government to pay the pioneers for
losses they incun·ed as they enc1·oached on Indian lands].

Reverend Eliot concluded: "In most of his measures he was successful;
and at this day there are hundreds, nay thousands, in the state, who owe to
his efforts their prosperity .... " And he had not only made thousands of
pioneers to prosper with government funds, he -vvas, said Eliot, "a self-made
man." So he was, particularly in that most essential part of the process on
the frontier, getting the government to help you make yourself.
All this, of course, was not unreasonable; the new, raw edge of settlement
needed all the help it could get, and quite naturally and appropriately these
struggling people called upon the more developed society behind it for aid
and support. One of the difficulties was that the entire American society was
periodically in great economic trouble, through the whole period of the
westward movement, and long afterward. Morgan notes the effects of these
depressions on the fur trade in connection with his statement that during
the second decade of the r 9th century the fur trade on the Missouri was in a
"miserable state," not bringing in satisfactory returns to any of those engaged
in it. He raises the question of why, this being so, so many men kept going
into the trade. Many in Missouri, he observes, knew no other means of livelihood, and some, like Manuel Lisa, had a "burning vision" of what could
be. accomplished if enough means could be concentrated. Then Morgan
pomts to
another powerful factor at work. In the spring and summer of 18 r9 a speculative boom
had burst, and depression lay heavy on Missouri. In depressed times, when goods could
not be sold for cash, the temptation was strong to take them out into the wilds and trade
them to the Indians. Individuals did this, and so did long-established firms; they kept on
doing it all through the fur trade era, as late as the r84o's.

This is a powerful reminder of the way in which the frontier was involved
in the general society and in the fluctuations of its economy. In later depressions, one reflects, when we had eliminated the Indian customer, citizens were
reduced to selling apples to each other on city streets.
Such cold consideration of economic conditions forces one to wonder
about the basis for the phrase "a golden age," applied to these years when
the Rocky Mountain fur trade was creating material for historians. There
is some nostalgia in the judgment, no doubt. One is rather unsure, indeed,
about the characteristics of a "golden age." Many of us are easily persuaded
that in terms of adventure and natural aesthetics the life of Ashley and Smith
and their men had much to recommend it over the noise and smell and
glitter of what we are pleased to call civilization. vVe can, and do, recapture
some of that past when we get away from the roads in the "big country" of
the plains, or hike into the spectacularly beautiful country of the Tetons
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and the northern Rockies. That this appreciation was not absent in the fur
traders is apparent in many records which survive. Ashley expressed it well
when he wrote in his diary on March 4, r 82 5, the day, as he recalled, when
John Quincy Adams was being inaugurated in vVashington:
l have never seen my men in better spirits; they are all life and glee. How different is
our situation from that of the crowds that are this day at Washington city, at the
inauguration of our new President! They have at their command every luxury of life,
and the pleasures of a refined society. vVe are travelling through snow, three feet deep,
and confined to meat alone for our diet. But in the balance of happiness our scale is,
no doubt, the heaviest.

A golden age, however, should imply more than such satisfaction of man
with his physical environment; one must surely have reference to the character and quality of the human community, the culture, the civilization.
vVhat \Vas the character of this community of men, and what was its relationship to the larger patterns of history?
The occupation of western North America by the white man was an act,
or an episode, in modern history. By modern history we refer to the four
hundred years just ended in which the great world frontier in America, and
Africa, and Asia was a vast body of unexploited wealth, as 'iValter Prescott
'iVebb pointed out, a body of wealth which Europeans and transplanted
Europeans were prepared to exploit. They were marvelously successful in
accomplishing their specific purposes, and from their perspective, and comparing it with the history of mankind prior to the period, it perhaps was a
golden age.
For it was quite extraordinary that this one small segment of the human
community was able to dominate all the rest; it was certainly not predictable
Lefore the event. vVilliam McNeill, in a remarkable new history entitled
The Rise of the T¥est, says that 'iV estern Christendom possessed three talismans to power which were responsible for this success: ( r) a deep-rooted
pugnacity and recklessness; ( 2) a complex military technology; and ( 3) a
population inured to a variety of diseases.
The disease factor was perhaps the most important in breaking the back
of aboriginal populations; thus, for example, were the Blackfeet destroyed,
in a series of small-pox epidemics, and they were the strongest opposition the
mountain men faced. But the war technology and the appetite for violence
and war was essential for western man's success, and would, no doubt, have
sufficed to enable him to defeat and overrun and destroy these other communities even without the help of his diseases. For, as McNeill reminds us, the
Christian community of the vV est -vvas the most violent and warlike of all.
This is the solid reality for the apocryphal story of the lost explorer who
heard a gunshot and a human screaming in pain and felt a sudden security
and relief: "Thank God," he murmured, "I'm among Christians."
It is possible, no doubt, to see that era of the mountain men as a golden
age not only when viewed from the perspective of pre-modern man, but
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also from the viewpoint of the post-modern age in which we live. Travel up
the waters of the JVIissouri River to the green valleys of Montana. There the
tepees of those neolithic people, the Blackfeet, once stood. There, on that
pleasant green meadow the warriors went through their laborious, exhausting preparation for an attack on their enemies, red or white, dancing for
hours to prepare themselves psychologically to strike. And then one observes
that the meadow is not, after all, empty and unoccupied in 1964. In silos
deep underground, rockets with nuclear warheads rest uneasily, set to roar
out and up and over at a neighboring tribe at just the touch of a button.
No dancing is required.
It does make that era of the fur trade seem something like a golden age.
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Further details on the lives of these two men can be obtained from the California
Room of the San Diego Public Library .!Vlrs. Zelma Locker and her assistants have been
most helpful in searching out the materials for this article.

CONTEMPORARY BIOGRAPHY
MIL TON H. SHUTES

By

EDGAR

M. CRIGLER'~

In one of his published volumes, Lincoln's E'l11otional Life, Dr. Milton H.
Shutes of Carmel, retired medical doctor and long-time serious student of the
Emancipator, made this statement: "Early-life conflicts endure. By heredity
and environment, dominant personality traits and, possibly even by physique, temperamental patterns are permanently shaped." This has been true
of the subject of this biography.
It was during the period 1848 to 18 53 that, for political and military
reasons in despotic Central Europe, a large number of Germans emigrated
to western Illinois under the leadership of Carl Schurz. Three years later, for
the same reason, Herman Shutz, grandfather of Milton Shutes, sold his home
and farm near Siegen, Westphalia, and the family of four small boys and
three girls boarded a sailing ship for New York. From New York they proceeded up the Hudson to Albany, then via the Erie Canal to Buffalo to
Chicago to La Salle, Illinois, partly by horse-drawn canal boat. Because La
Salle was largely populated by Irish and neighboring Peru by Germans, the
Schutz clan settled on a farm at the west end of Peru.
Grandmother Schutz, who was Elizabeth Winchenbach, died at the age
of 54, and Grandfather Schutz, worn by age and hard work, sold out and
moved with his two spinster daughters to Belleville, Illinois, southeast of St.
Louis where many of the German 49ers had settled, including Carl Schurz,
who had become prominent in Illinois, a friend of Lincoln and a general in
the Civil War. Grandfather Schutz, Milton proudly points out, voted for
Lincoln in 186o and 1864. He died at 76 and was buried beside his wife in
Peru.
Dr. Shutes' father, Henry Jacob, was born October 2, 1843, and lived to
be almost 84. He was about seven when his family came to the United States.
In Peru he "went to Sunday School morning, noon and afternoon to learn
English," then to public school, and finally to Quincy College until it was
closed by the Civil vVar in 1861. He had learned the cooper trade in Chicago
and in embryonic fashion did a little preaching. By 1863, he was ordained
by the Methodist Church, and on December 15, 186 3, he and Mary Katherine Funk were married-both age 20.
They were sent to Oconomowas, vVisconsin, where they set up housekeeping, making temporary furniture from wooden boxes. In IVIethodist
fashion, the family was moved from church to church in Wisconsin, Iowa,
Illinois and Missouri. Dr. Shutes has in his possession two "licensing" documents, one signed September, 1865, and the other signed September 29,
*Edgar M. Crigler, veteran newspaper editor of the Kansas City area, Director of
Public Relations at Central College and later at the University of the Pacific, is presently Director of Public Relations and Finance, Saint Paul School of Theology, Kansas
City, Missouri.
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r 867, by the nationally-famous orator and bishop and good friend and
advisor to President Lincoln, Bishop Matthe\v Simpson. He recalls often
hearing his father talk of Bishop Simpson with a gleam in his eyes; meeting
and hearing him were indelible memories of his younger years.
Milton was born in St. Louis, a short time before the family moved up
the Mississippi River to Alton, Illinois, while he was still a baby in a buggy.
From Alton the parsonage family moved farther up the river to Quincy,
Illinois, where the young IVlilton began to enjoy remembered life and its
incidents, such as being knocked unconscious by a baseball bat and "coming
to" under the family's outdoor ·water pump with lots of attention from the
scared players.
Of this period, he remembers the exciting sledding down three long city
blocks to the river levee, seeing Quincy's first electric streetcar filled with
city dignitaries, and, after spending a morning and afternoon hanging around
a circus, experiencing his first real "ouching" from his father's stinging
slipper. (He novv confides that his father's use of a cat-a-nine-tails was painless, and when Mother tried it, he'd laugh.)
He loved his irresponsible youth in Quincy. His first public school class
was held in an empty store, and he recalls that going through grade school
was mostly fun -except for the staying after school. After one such occasion, when released, he exuberantly leap-frogged over an iron hitching post
in front of Franklin School, but not quite over. An ear of the iron horse's
head held him face down and feet in air until he was freed by a long tear in
his pants, which "exposed my bottom and which my teacher saw from her
window." He hurried home where Mother sewed up the torn pants without Father's knowing.
Growing older, Milton enjoyed going once a week to a grocer's cracker
barrel filled with broken but freshly-made crackers. But he says that was
nothing compared to hanging around the 1\ilississippi river boats or watching the Chicago, Alton and Burlington Railroad trains, puffing back and
forth.
After four years as pastor, the Reverend Schutz was made a District
Superintendent (Presiding Elder) for six more in Quincy. From Quincy
they were moved to Edwardsville, Illinois. There Milton was happy. The
parsonage was large, old, and box-like; the church property was wide and
deep, running down to a small stream. They had a horse and buggy, and
fruit trees. Here it was that he discovered library books and eagerly waited
for the weekly Youth's Companion. Every Saturday afternoon he brought
home a book or two, which included all the famous Henty historical novels,
such as With Clive in India, and James Fenimore Cooper's Leather Stocking
Tales. Sometimes after his bath he would read until midnight, thrilling and
shivering under a coal-oil lamp.
After four or five years in Edwardsville, the preacher, who too often had
to accept produce instead of cash, quit preaching to do some kind of
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temporary insurance work in St. Louis. There the family lived in a new
house and for the first time had a modern bath tub, flush toilet, coal furnace,
and a maid. The insurance venture was successful, and it was here that
Milton decided upon being a doctor.
When his father asked for another church, he was sent to Springfield,
Illinois, where they lived a long block from the State Capitol Square and
two longer blocks from the Ninian Edwards mansion where Lincoln and
Mary Todd were married. The parsonage was a reversion of the St. Louis
house-coal stoves, kitchen hand-pumped water, wooden tub for bathing,
and, of course, the spider-infested privy in summer and its ice-cold seats in
winter. After seven years there, the father retired from the ministry at age
70, and purchased a house not far from Springfield's huge \ iVashington Park.
Milton enrolled at Central vVesleyan College where he says he was a
"fair" student. He was secretary of the debating society, sang in the college
quartet, and gradually became the top-ranking officer of cadets and won a
dress sword before a packed house in competition in the manual of arms.
During his senior year, his company of cadets was merged with a regiment
of state militia and Milton was reduced in rank to corporal. The occasion
was the inauguration of the St. Louis World's Fair in 1904, with ex-President
Grover Cleveland as guest of honor.
That fall, Milton went to Independence, Missouri, to live with his brother
Will. He was a freshman in the Kansas University Medical School across
the river from Kansas City, Missouri, where \iVill was head of the eye and
ear department. During the following vacation months Milton caught up
his laboratory work in the Kansas City school under the distinguished Dr.
Arthur E. Hertzler, highly-respected graduate of Northwestern University
Medical School, and a relative on his mother's side. Dr. Shutes says that
what may have decided Dr. Hertzler to recommend him to Northwestern
was a wisecrack which he seemed to enjoy. \iVhen he inquired about Milton's
family and what his brother Ed was doing, Milton offhandedly said, "0, he
dispenses the Gospel-and sometimes with it." (Some years later, Dr. Hertzler was the author of the widely-known best seller, The Hone and Buggy
Doctor, largely his own experiences and written, as he told Milton, "in the
last half of the seventh inning. ")
lvlilton had no difficulty getting into Northwestern as a sophomore. After
receiving his M.D. degree in 1908, he qualified for an internship in the
adjoining Wesleyan Hospital. But he says he "unwisely" passed it up to go
to the Philippine Islands to start a Methodist missionary hospital. He confesses that he went in the spirit of adventure rather than that of a dedicated
medical missionary. After an interesting year and after returning from a
long and exciting tour of northern Luzon by mountain trail and river, he
had a sudden but short attack of tachycardia (very rapid heart beat) which
was inaccurately diagnosed by a Manila doctor as a heart-valve defect.
He was advised to return home. He returned via Hong Kong, Singapore,
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Ceylon, Suez Canal, Port Said, Egypt and Europe. At the University of
Berlin, a top professor of medicine found no heart trouble.
From home in Springfield, Milton moved to Chicago for a year's internship in the Illinois Eye and Ear Infirmary. After that he passed oral and
written examinations and was admitted to the staff for more experience in
diagnosis, treatment and surgery. A year or so later he moved to California,
looked around Berkeley and Oakland, and liked what he saw. He set up shop
in Oakland, joining the staff of the University of California Student Infirmary, first such in the United States. He organized its first Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat Department, and remained on the staff 32 years, until the end
of \iV orld War II.
·w hen the United States entered vVorld \iVar I in I9I7, he joined the
Navy and soon had the rank of first lieutenant. The influenza epidemic hit
the country and his outfit was quarantined on the Navy Base of Goat Island
I_Yerba Buena] in San Francisco harbor until after the war. They had the
national record of not one case of influenza. Their commandant was rewarded
by promotion to vice admiral, and eventually to surgeon general of the
N avy. The regular medical officers looked out for themselves; the new
commandant on the island refused to discharge them. It needed two attempts
by U. S. Senator Phelan of San Francisco to secure Milton's discharge.
It was at this time that he decided to change the lettering of his name for
three reasons. People almost invariably wanted to write and pronounce the
good and uncommon German name (meaning "protection") as Schultz.
Also, there was a doctor in Oakland named Schultz whose night calls too
often woke Milton in anger. And finally, when the quarantine was lifted,
Milton was summoned to report to the I 2th Naval District (San Francisco)
Secret Service Department. There he was questioned about the blowing up
of the vVelland Canal and \vas informed that he had been named as a character witness for the apprehended dynamiter who named his friend, Dr.
Schultz of Oakland. The colonel in charge seemed to enjoy Milton's reaction,
and then with a smile handed him a copy of the history of his family-to his
utter astonishment. The Secret Service knew the family and relatives better
than he did!
After shedding his uniform, Dr. Schutes divided morning hours between
the college infirmary and the Moore Shipbuilding Yard. He also picked up
another salary with the Southern Pacific Railroad-plus a pass!
He was, of course, a member of the Alameda County, the State, and the
American Medical Associations since I 9 I 4; of the Pacific Coast Oro-Ophthalmological Society and the exclusive Ophthalmological Roundtable of
San Francisco. In recognition of his History of the Aldmeda County Medical
Association, he was made an honorary member on retirement. In 192 3, he
was privileged to join the regular staff of the Samuel Merritt Hospital as
chief of the Ear, Eye, Nose and Throat Department and later of the Eye
Department only. During 1932-33, he was president of the staff.
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All in all, he experienced a satisfactory professional career, with occasional regrets and one gross one -with the help of "friends," his bank, and
the Great Depression, he managed to lose nearly $ I oo,ooo!
With the encouragement of his wife and daughter, he, or rather they,
retired on lVIay I, I950. He likes to say he has had three lives-the obvious
first; the second and best was marriage to Miss Helen McKillip, and then
retirement. Early in the second, like a person getting religion, he got
absorbed in the study and collecting of Lincolniana. His first inspiration
came from his sister, Flora, who sent him a Christmas present of a Lincoln
book written by Henry B. Rankin of Springfield who (and his parents)
knew Lincoln. Through the years he wrote four books: Lincoln and the
Doctors, I933; Lincoln and California, I934; Lincoln's Emotional Life,
I957; A Hist01'Y of the Alameda County i\!ledical Association, and many
published articles.
Now that he is getting on in years, he has promised his considerable
Lincoln library to the University of the Pacific at Stockton - the first chartered college on the Pacific Coast. Recently he gave his collection of 300
magazines containing Lincoln articles dating from I 858 to I 9 2 6 to the
Lincoln Library of Occidental College, Los Angeles. He has sent valuable
items to the Illinois State Historical Society-three books from the LincolnHerndon Library, two original Lincoln letters and other Lincoln items. He
expects soon to give a Lincoln letter and a few other interesting items to the
California Historical Society, and a Lincoln letter to the Bancroft Library,
University of California.
Dr. Shutes and his wife, who has been a helpful critic for all his writing,
are happily retired in Carmel-by-the-Sea.
Partial list of published writings:
Lincoln and the Doctors-First serially in AMA Magazine Hygia for ro installments.
January-November, 1932· Later published in book form by Pioneer Press, New
York- on Lincoln's birthday, April, 1933 .
Lincoln and California. Stanford Press, Palto Alto, California, 1942.
Lincoln's Emotional Life. Dorrance & Co., Philadelphia, 1957.

Articles:
"Republican Nominating Convention of r86o. " California Historical Society QuaTterly .
A California Report - Vol. XXVII No.2. No date available.
Guest Speaker at California Writers Club, Oakland, California, February, 1936. Subject : "The Lincoln Urge."
Editor of Alameda County Medical Association's The Bulletin. Began August, 1945 Resigned at retirement May, 1950. Editorial: "Good Morning, Doctor!" Vol. r,
No.1.
Lincoln Herald, Spring, r 95 r, "The Happy Lincoln."
The Bulletin, August, 1951, "When You Retire." Copied by New York Life Insurance
Company for their agents' use.
Lincoln Herald, Spring, 1962, "Lincoln's Facial Moles," p. 13·
Lincoln He1·ald, Spring-Summer, 1955, "Mortality of the Five Lincoln Boys - 4 Sons r Grandson," p. 3; "Lincoln's Elkhorn Chair," p. 23.
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Lincoln Herald, Winter, I958, "Lincoln's Wrong Assumption." Illinois State Historical
Society, Autumn, I954· (Acknowledgment of gifts). From Dr. Shutes' Lincoln
Collection, pp. 3I 2- I 3.
"Henry Douglas·Bacon (I8IJ-I893). " From California Histo1·ical Society Quarterly,
September, I947·
"Col. E. D. Baker." From California Histo1·ical Society Quarterly (no date).
"The Last Resting Place of Edward D . Baker." Journal of the Illinois State Historical
Society, March, 1942.
"Afterword on Col. Edw. Dickenson Baker. " California Historical Society Quarte1·ly,
March, 1943.
"Abraham Lincoln and the New Almaden Mine." California Historical Societ)' Quarterly, March, 1936.
"'Fighting Joe' Hooker." California Historical Society Quarterly, December, I937·
Lincoln H emld, Summer, r 96o, "Lincoln and Elizabeth Morgan McElrath."
Lincoln Herald, Spring, I96I, "The Case of Col. YVm. Mayer."
"A History of the Alameda County Medical Association." Published by the Alameda
County Medical Association, I946.
"The Church of the Wayfarer - A Historical Outline," I954·

EDITORIALS
CALIFORNIA HISTORY FOUNDATION
NEw SusTAINING SPONSOR

Justin G. Turner, Los Angeles

JEDEDIAH SMITH SociETY
NEW MEMBERS
Harold A. Bulger, M.D., St. Louis, Missouri
Ruth Haskell Ewing, \iValnut Creek
Annie R. Mitchell, Visalia
NEW \iVORKING COMIVIITTEES*
As authorized by the Board of Sponsors at the Spring Institute, the following working committees have been appointed. The first meeting of all
committees will be held in conjunction with the Fall Rendezvous at Lynnewood, near Pleasanton, at 10: oo a.m., Saturday, October 3, 1964- Changes
in assignment may be made at that time. It is hoped that each committee
chairman will make a special effort to get his group organized promptly.
r. LANDMARKS AND R ESEARCH- Lower Patio.
Harold N. Altman, Chainnan. Leona K. Buckner, Louisiana Clayton
Dart, Marjorie C. Flint, Helen \iVeber Kennedy, Henry K. Mauldin,
Charles F. Outland, Alice Fisher Simpson, Ruby VanDeventer.
2. BooK AccESSIONs-Studio.
George Chalfant, Chairman. Bernice M. Duchow, \iVilliam H. E llison,
Stuart C. Gibbons, Charles IVI. Goethe, Gertrude M. Kettelman, William J. Monihan, S.J., Florence H. Scheerer, Margaret Schlichtmann,
Dr. Milton H. Shutes, Esther Ruth Smith.
3· PRoGRAM- Upper Patio.
Naomi McCallum Carey, Chairman. Alice B. Boswell, AmyL. Boynton,
GeorgeS. Eby, L. S. Gerlough, Monte P. Hickenlooper, Ivy M. Loeber,
Ralph H. Lutz, Irene D. Paden.
4- HISTORICAL TouRs-The Deck.
Mary G. Bloom, Chainnan. Asta IVI. Cullberg, Alta I. Davies, Mary E.
Druliner, HelenS. Gage, \ i\1. Edwin Gledhill, Vierling Kersey, Blanche
Courtney Lorenzen, Mayo Hayes O'Donnell.
5· PuBLICATIONs-Fire Bowl.
Donald I. Segerstrom, Chairman. Hilda E. Bloom, IVlary G. Curtis, Susie
Fountain, Judge Sherrill H albert, John B. McGloin, S.J., Clarence F.
Mcintosh, Mrs. B. H. Risdon, Harold G. Schutt, Frank IVI. Stanger,
Justin G. Turner.
6. MouNTAIN MEN- Westernen' Room.
Don M. Chase, Chairman. LeRoy R. Hafen, Robert W. Keller, Rev.
Leon L. Loofbouww, Margaret Thompson, Edna L. \i\Tright, Leon 0.
Whitsell.
*This constitutes notification of appointments.
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THE FALL RENDEZVOUS
The first important Rendezvous of Mountain Men occurred about the
first of July, I 8 2 5. In all, there were I 20 men present. vVhile they were
waiting for Ashley to arrive, the men occupied their time in hunting, fishing, target shooting, foot racing, gymnastics, et cetera. According to Dale
Morgan, Ashley brought supplies including sugar, coffee, tobacco, lead,
powder, knives, bar-iron, and Indian trinkets. These were bartered for the
beaver pelts which the trappers had collected during the season.
However, a Rendezvous meant something much more important than an
exchange market. It afforded a means of securing news about friends and
acquaintances, suggestions for newer and perhaps better hunting areas, and
the relaxation which made bearable the year's work, dangers, and privations. Assuming that a Rendezvous had been held each year since I 8 2 5, the
gathering this fall would be the 14oth.
Probably we shall not have too much sprinting or target practice, but
certainly we can learn news about our friends, enjoy a meal together, and
plan for the days ahead.
A Special Letter will be mailed each member of the Jedediah Smith
Society and to the Sponsors, but others, too, are welcome. However, we
must knovv in advance how many are coming so we can provide accommodations. \ iVe are looking forward to your coming.

liVe gratefully acknowledge the unsolicited gifts which have come from
some of the Sponsors to help meet tbe rising costs of publication.
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